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ABSTRACT
Three dimensional (3-D) ultrasound is safe, inexpensive, and has been shown to
drastically improve system ease-of-use, diagnostic efficiency, and patient throughput.
However, its high computational complexity and resulting high power consumption
has precluded its use in hand-held applications.
In this dissertation, algorithm-architecture co-design techniques that aim to make
hand-held 3-D ultrasound a reality are presented. First, image enhancement methods
to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are proposed. These include virtual source
firing techniques and a low overhead digital front-end architecture using orthogonal
chirps and orthogonal Golay codes.
Second, algorithm-architecture co-design techniques to reduce the power consump-
tion of 3-D SAU imaging systems is presented. These include (i) a subaperture mul-
tiplexing strategy and the corresponding apodization method to alleviate the signal
bandwidth bottleneck, and (ii) a highly efficient iterative delay calculation method
to eliminate complex operations such as multiplications, divisions and square-root in
delay calculation during beamforming. These techniques were used to define Sonic
Millip3De, a 3-D die stacked architecture for digital beamforming in SAU systems.
Sonic Millip3De produces 3-D high resolution images at 2 frames per second with
system power consumption of 15W in 45nm technology.
Third, a new beamforming method based on separable delay decomposition is pro-
posed to reduce the computational complexity of the beamforming unit in an SAU
system. The method is based on minimizing the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
due to delay decomposition. It reduces the beamforming complexity of a SAU sys-
tem by 19× while providing high image fidelity that is comparable to non-separable
beamforming. The resulting modified Sonic Millip3De architecture supports a frame
i
rate of 32 volumes per second while maintaining power consumption of 15W in 45nm
technology.
Next a 3-D plane-wave imaging system that utilizes both separable beamforming
and coherent compounding is presented. The resulting system has computational
complexity comparable to that of a non-separable non-compounding baseline system
while significantly improving contrast-to-noise ratio and SNR. The modified Sonic
Millip3De architecture is now capable of generating high resolution images at 1000
volumes per second with 9-fire-angle compounding.
ii
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Three-dimensional (3-D) ultrasound is a particularly attractive modality for hand-
held imaging of the future. Ultrasound transducers use little power (limited by FDA
regulations to a few hundred milliwatts [1]) and pose no known dangers or side-effects,
in contrast to X-ray and MRI [2,3]. While most current systems are still 2-D, it is now
established that 3-D ultrasound provides numerous benefits over its 2-D counterpart.
3-D imaging not only simplifies tasks such as volumetric measurements of cysts and
tumors, but also provides capabilities that are unavailable with 2-D, such as accurate
measurement of volumetric flow or 3-D shear wave tissue sonoelastography. In addi-
tion, the portability of these imaging devices is not simply a matter of convenience;
clinical studies have demonstrated that patient outcomes improve [4, 5], especially
for patients in critical condition. Moreover, improved portability holds the potential
to bring advanced medical imaging to traditionally underserved populations in the
rural and developing world.
Industry has already recognized these advantages and marketed several portable
ultrasound devices marketed today. Examples include LOGIQ Book XP by GE [6],
SonoSite 180 by SonoSite [7], Primedic by HandyScan [7], and Sonic Window by
Analogic [8]. However, the current devices are targeted for emergency diagnosis and
produce low-resolution two-dimensional views. Furthermore, the features (e.g., color
and pulse Doppler) and image quality of portable systems vary, in part due to hard-
ware limitations and part due to market considerations. For example, some portable
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systems limit the number of processing channels and array elements used to pro-
duce images to reduce power. In this thesis we describe our work on development
of a hand-held ultrasound imaging device that produces high resolution 3-D images
similar to the ones produced by large tethered systems.
1.2 Challenges of 3-D Ultrasound Imaging
3-D ultrasound comes with many challenges that are compounded when imple-
menting a system in a hand-held form factor. To construct a 3-D volumetric image,
a conventional linear transducer array (e.g., 120 elements) for 2-D imaging must be
replaced with a rectangular array (120×88), increasing the incoming data rate by
88×. Furthermore, rather than reconstruct a typical 2D image resolution of 50×4096
focal points, the 3D image comprises 50×50×4096 focal points, another factor of 50
increase. The computational requirements increase by the product of these factors
(at least 4000×). At the same time, the data rate (as high as 5 Tb/s) of the re-
ceived echo signals is so high that the data cannot easily be transferred off-chip for
image formation; current 3-D systems typically transfer data for only a fraction of
receive channels, sacrificing image quality or aperture size. In addition to the ex-
treme computational requirements, power is of the utmost importance, not only to
ensure adequate battery life, but more importantly because the device is in direct
contact with the patient’s skin, placing tight constraints on safe operating tempera-
ture. As a result, the challenge of 3-D hand-held ultrasound lies in performing these
computations within a typical 5-W budget for hand-held devices.
Implementing a hand-held 3-D system with commercially available digital signal
processor (DSP) or graphics accelerator chips using conventional beamforming algo-
rithms designed for software is simply infeasible. Our analysis indicates that it would
take 700 ultrasound DSP chips with a total power budget of 7.1 kW to meet typical
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3-D imaging computational demands at just 1 frame per second (fps). To enable such
demanding computation on such a low power budget, a complete rethink of both the
algorithm and architecture is required.
1.3 Problems Addressed
1. Image Enhancement Techniques for SAU Systems
Synthetic aperture ultrasound (SAU) imaging is a promising technique for emerg-
ing 3-D applications, because it can achieve a higher frame rate and higher resolution
than traditional phased array imaging. However, classic SAU systems suffer from low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), because they are based on single-element firing schemes.
Virtual source firing technique improves SNR by firing multiple transducers to emu-
late a virtual source in each transmit, but the SNR gain is limited because of signal
tail artifacts. Orthogonal coded excitation can further improve the SNR for SAU
systems but with large increase in computational complexity. To reduce the high
complexity of coded excitation based systems, two approaches are presented. First,
by combining the decoding and beamforming process, the overall computations are
reduced by 31× for chirp based systems and by 5× for Golay coded based systems.
Second, by optimizing the code length and the number of transmit elements (which
is the same as the number of orthogonal codes), the total number of computations of
the system is reduced by 20× for the same SNR gain. Unfortunately, the use of or-
thogonal coded excitation exacerbates the motion artifacts on SAU imaging systems.
To address this issue, we propose a cost-effective motion compensation method that
dynamically compensates for the body motion by adjusting the beamforming delay.
Field II simulation results show that the method is able to significantly improve the
SNR and reduce sidelobe levels in presence of motion. The studies on orthogonal
coded excitation and motion compensation were presented in our papers [9, 10].
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2. Algorithm and Architecture Innovation for a Low Power 3-D SAU Sys-
tem
Building a 3-D ultrasound imaging system in hardware within the tight power bud-
get of a handheld device is significantly challenging. Use of a 2-D transducer array
and the large number of scanlines required for a 3-D volume make the computational
complexity of a 3-D ultrasound imaging system at least two to three orders of magni-
tude higher than a 2-D system. So algorithm and architecture innovations are clearly
required for a handheld 3-D SAU system.
First, we present a subaperture firing and receive scheme for a 3-D SAU system,
which reduces the number of firings per frame by 2×. To optimize a subaperture
based 3-D SAU system, we propose an apodization design algorithm that maximizes
the SNR and reduces the sidelobe level. For delay calculation, instead of storing the
delays in large look-up tables, we iteratively calculate the delays of focal points along
a scanline. The iterative delay calculation only requires three additions per focal
point, thereby reducing the complexity of the delay calculation unit significantly.
At the architecture level, we propose the Sonic Millip3De hardware accelerator in
collaboration with researchers at the University of Michigan. The Sonic Millip3De
employs state-of-art 3-D die stacking structure, allocating transducer and analog com-
ponents, SRAM storage and 1,024-beamforming processing units into three silicon
layers for a compact design with short wires. The accelerator array is organized ac-
cording to a streaming design paradigm that supports massive parallel processing.
Based on RTL-level design and floorplanning for an industrial 45nm process, it is
shown that Sonic Millip3De can support a 2Hz frame rate for a 3-D ultrasound sys-
tem with a 15W full-system power budget and will meet a 5W safe power target by
the 16nm node. This work appeared in [11–13].
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3. Separable Beamforming For 3-D SAU Systems
Although, Sonic Millip3De has very low power consumption, it is able to achieve
a frame rate of only 2Hz. In order to improve the frame rate without affecting the
power consumption, we focus on reducing the complexity of beamforming which ac-
counts for 99% of the computational complexity of the digital front end. We propose
to use separable beamforming, wherein 2-D array beamforming is decomposed into
a series of 1-D beamforming problems. The separable beamforming method is based
on decomposing the delay in a way that minimizes the root-mean-square (RMS)
phase error introduced the decomposition. We show how this method can be used
to achieve separable beamforming in subaperture based 3-D synthetic aperture ultra-
sound (SAU) systems with 19× reduction in computation complexity compared to
the non-separable method. The separable delays obtained by this method could be
stored in large look-up tables and directly used for delay calculations. However, to re-
duce look-up table storage requirements, we propose a method to iteratively compute
these delays at runtime using far fewer pre-computed constants. We demonstrate,
using Field II simulations of cyst images, that our proposed separable beamform-
ing method achieves almost identical image quality compared to the non-separable
baseline method.
Finally, we implement the separable beamforming algorithm into a modified ver-
sion of Sonic Millip3De. The 19× reduction in computation can be leveraged either
to reduce hardware requirements (by scaling down the number of parallel pipelines in
the design), increase frame rate (by operating the existing design at higher through-
put), or save power (by scaling down frequency to maintain current frame rates). The
synthesis results based on an implementation using a 45nm industrial library show
that the proposed method boosts the frame rate by 16× (from 2Hz to 32Hz) while
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keeping power consumption at 15W. The work on separable beamforming for SAU
system appeared in [14,15].
4. Separable Beamforming and Coherent Compounding For 3-D Plane-
wave Imaging
3D plane-wave imaging systems can support the high volume acquisition rates that
are essential for 3D vector flow imaging and sonoelastography but suffer from low
resolution and low SNR. Coherent compounding is a technique to improve the image
quality of plane-wave systems at the expense of significant increase in beamforming
computational complexity.
We propose a new separable beamforming method for 3-D plane-wave imaging
with coherent compounding. The separable beamforming method is based on a delay
decomposition that minimizes the RMS phase error. Such a system has computational
complexity comparable to that of a non-separable non-compounding baseline system
and yet has superior imaging quality performance compared to the baseline system.
The new method with 9-fire-angle compounding helps improve average CNR from
1.6 to 2.2 and achieve a SNR increase of 9.0 dB compared to the baseline system.
Overall, the system is capable of generating high resolution images at 1000 volumes
per second. The work on separable beamforming for plane-wave systems appeared
in [16,17].
1.4 Thesis Organization
This report is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, the ultrasound system enhancement techniques including coded
excitation, motion compensation and virtual source are presented. The performance
of these techniques are verified for a 2-D system using Field II simulations.
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In Chapter 3, algorithm techniques to facilitate the design of low power beam-
former accelerator are presented. The algorithm level innovations including subaper-
ture firing, subaperture apodization optimization and a new low-cost iterative delay
calculation. These innovations helped define a 3-D die-stacked beamforming acceler-
ator, Sonic Millip3De, which had power consumption of 15W in 45nm technology
In Chapter 4, a new separable beamforming based on minimum RMSE delay
decomposition is presented. An analysis on factors affecting approximation error is
presented. Hardware architecture modifications on Sonic Millip3De architecture for
the separable beamforming method are presented along with image quality evaluation
using Field II.
In Chapter 5, separable beamforming is used to reduce the complexity of plane-
wave systems with coherent compounding. The modifications to our beamforming
accelerator, Sonic Millip3De, are presented. The proposed system achieves volume
acquisition rates of over 1000 volumes per second for compounding with 9 firing
angles.
Chapter 6 concludes the report along with description of future work.
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Chapter 2
ULTRASOUND IMAGING SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES
2.1 Ultrasound Imaging System Overview
ADC
T/R
Switch
Transducer
Amplifier
DAC
LNA LPF
Rx Analog Front End
Tx Analog Front End
Tx Digital Front End
Tx
Beamformer
Rx
Beamformer
Rx Digital Front End
Frame
Buffer
Beamforming
Control Unit
Back End
Processing
Display
Figure 2.1: Ultrasound Imaging System Block Diagram
The block diagram of a typical ultrasound imaging system is shown in Figure 2.1.
In the front is the ultrasound transducer array, which consists of a number of trans-
ducer elements. Each transducer element is made of piezoelectric material and con-
verts electrical energy into sound energy or vice versa. The imaging system can be
divided into the transmit part (on the top of Figure 2.1) and receive part (on the
bottom of Figure 2.1). The transmit front end generates excitation waveforms to
drive transducers. It also controls the transmit delay for each transducer so that
the ultrasound wave can be focused at a certain depth. As the ultrasound wave
propagates through soft tissue, echoes that are generated propagates back to the
transducer array. To collect echo signals, the system is switched to receive mode by
the transmit/receive (T/R) switch. The transducer array converts ultrasound echoes
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into electronic signals, which are sent to an analog front end. The analog front end
consists of amplifiers that compensate for tissue attenuation, analog filters and A/D
converters that sample and quantize the signals. The beamformer then adjusts delays
of each channel so that the echo signals in a certain direction are collected and com-
bined. This process repeats for all scanlines, and an image is constructed. The image
is processed further in back end processing module and sent to the display unit.
In this work, we focus on two different types of imaging systems: synthetic aper-
ture ultrasound (SAU) imaging systems and plane-wave imaging systems. In a classic
SAU system, in each transmit/receive, only one transducer fires, and all transducers
receive. Then a low resolution image is obtained after beamforming. A high resolu-
tion image is constructed by combining multiple low resolution images obtained in
multiple firings. SAU systems can produce multiple scanlines in each firing and hence
support higher frame rates. In this chapter, several enhancement techniques for SAU
systems are discussed. This is followed by description of beamforming accelerator for
SAU systems in Chapter 3 and techniques to reduce the complexity of beamforming
in Chapter 4.
The other imaging system discussed in this work is a plane-wave system. In a
plane-wave system, all transducers fire at the same time to emulate an unfocused
plane wave that insonifies the imaging region. All scanlines are parallel to each
other and perpendicular to the plane wave. Compared to SAU systems, plane-wave
systems offer very high frame rates at the cost of smaller field of view, and lower
resolution. Such high frame rates are essential for applications such as flow imaging,
sonoelastography, etc. 3-D plane-wave imaging technique is described in Chapter 5.
In this chapter, several imaging enhancement techniques for SAU based systems
are presented. First, a virtual source firing technique that helps improve SNR is
studied. Second, we present an orthogonal coded excitation technique that supports
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higher SNR gain compared to virtual source at the cost of higher computational
complexity. Third, we propose a simple motion compensation method that improves
the performance of coded excitation based systems in presence of body motion.
We presented orthogonal coded excitation and motion compensation in our papers
[9, 10].
2.2 Virtual Source Firing Technique
An SAU system can support high frame rates compared to phased array imaging,
since its frame rate does not depend on the number of scanlines. It also has better
resolution since its beamforming is equivalent to performing dynamic focusing on both
transmit and receive ends. Unfortunately, traditional SAU systems suffer from low
signal-to-noise (SNR) and low contrast. Virtual source technique is a simple method
that helps improve SNR [18,19].
Virtual source 1 Virtual source 2
Transducers
Figure 2.2: Principle of Virtual Source
In a classic SAU system, only one transducer element fires at a time, which limits
the total transmit power, and results in low SNR. Virtual source technique employs
multiple transducers in each firing to emulate a spherical wavefront as if it is generated
by a virtual source. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where each of the
two virtual sources is emulated by five transducers in a 1-D transducer array. Each
transducer is delayed by a certain amount of time according to the relative distance
between the virtual source and the transducer. Assuming a virtual source is located
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in (xv, 0, zv) and a transducer is located in (x, 0, z) and z > zv, the transmit delay
value is given by
τtx =
(x− xv)2
2c(z − zv) (2.1)
where c is the speed of sound [18]. The virtual source firing creates an approximate
spherical wave. As the wave propagates, it insonifies the imaging area. The receive
and beamforming process in such a system is the same as that in a classic SAU system.
Assuming the virtual source is emulated by Kt transducer elements, then the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain is about 10 log(Kt) dB compared to single element
firing scheme [18]. The SNR in this work is defined as the ratio between signal power
and thermal and electronic noise power, and is represented by Eq. (2.2).
SNR =
Psignal
Pnoise
(2.2)
The SNR gain increases with the number of transducers Kt. However, there is a
limitation: using a large number of transducers for one virtual source leads to imaging
artifacts. The artifacts are verified by Field II simulations, where an 1-D array with
128 transducers is used. Figure 2.3 shows the ultrasound fields at 3cm depth varying
with time. The three cases correspond to no virtual source, 11-element virtual source
and 31-element virtual source. The use of virtual source incurs undesired tails; as the
number of elements increases, the tail becomes more significant. In the 31-element
virtual source case, there are significant gaps between the tails and the original pulse
waves. The artifacts on point target images are shown in Figure 2.4. The 31-element
virtual source incurs two peaks in axial direction and has significant sidelobes. The
11-element virtual source case is better, but the width of the PSF in axial direction
increases compared to the case where virtual source is not used. In a 1-D array with
half wavelength spacing, 11-element virtual source configuration is a good trade-off
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(a) No Virtual Source
(b) 11-Element Virtual Source (c) 31-Element Virtual Source
Figure 2.3: Virtual Source Field II Simulation
between SNR gain and tail artifacts [18]. Thus this method increases SNR gain but
suffers from tail artifacts.
2.3 Orthogonal Coded Excitation For Synthetic Aperture Ultrasound
The tail artifact precludes virtual source firing technique from supporting SNR
gain higher than 10 dB for a 2-D imaging system and 15 dB for a 3-D imaging
system. On the other hand, temporal coded excitation using chirps and Golay codes
have large time-bandwidth product and can improve the SNR of SAU systems by
about 15dB [20]. Orthogonal coding in spatial domain can further improve the SNR
by typically 10-20 dB as shown in [21–23].
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(a) No Virtual Source
(b) 11-Element Virtual Source (c) 31-Element Virtual Source
Figure 2.4: Virtual Source Artifacts on Point Target Images
There exist several coded excitation systems based on orthogonal Golay codes
and chirps [21–23]. In these systems, the RF-data from the A/D converter is first
decoded using a Hadamard transform. This data is then processed by a compression
filter in case of a chirp-based system or two code correlators in case of a Golay code-
based system. The decoded data is then sent to a beamformer. We define such a
system as decoding-first since the decoding is done before beamforming. While such
a system has the advantage of simple beamforming, it results in high computation
and storage complexity. Moreover SAU systems with orthogonal codes are sensitive
to body motion and in the decoding-first architecture, the motion artifacts can not
be easily compensated.
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In this chapter, we first present an efficient architecture for orthogonal chirp and
orthogonal Golay code-based systems that integrates decoding with beamforming.
The proposed architecture significantly reduces computation complexity and storage
space compared to existing decoding-first systems. Then we compare the performance
of the two proposed systems in presence of motion and propose a simple motion com-
pensation scheme which can significantly improve the system performance in terms
of SNR and range sidelobe level (RSLL). We compare the implementation complexity
of both systems and show that while orthogonal Golay code-based system has lower
computation complexity compared to chirp-based system, when motion compensa-
tion is included, both systems have comparable complexity. Then we discuss several
techniques to reduce the complexity of orthogonal code based SAU systems. Since the
complexity of such a system is a function of N , the number receive elements, M , the
number of transmit elements and L the code length, we first describe a framework to
choose the value of these parameters such that the overall complexity is minimized for
a given SNR gain. We consider both the number of multiplications and the number
of additions in the formulation. We show that this procedure reduces the complexity
of the system by about 20×.
2.3.1 Orthogonal Golay Code
Biphase code is a type of coded excitation that has low implementation complexity.
Examples include Barker codes, pseudo noise series, Golay complementary codes, etc.
Correlators of biphase code can be implemented with only additions and subtractions.
In ultrasound imaging, the requirement for the dynamic range has to be quite large
(40 dB - 80 dB), and biphase codes with zero sidelobes are desired. Golay code is a
type of biphase code with perfect sidelobe cancellation [23–25].
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Single transmit biphase codes inevitably have range sidelobes; Golay complimen-
tary pairs that need two transmissions can perfectly cancel range sidelobes. The
autocorrelation function of Golay complementary pairs meet the following condition.
Xg[k] =
2∑
i=1
L−k∑
l=1
gi[l]gi[l + k] = 2Lδ[k] (2.3)
A simple example of Golay complementary pair is g1[n] = {1, 1} and g2[n] = {1,−1}.
The autocorrelation of g1[n] is {1, 2, 1}, and the autocorrelation of g2[n] is {−1, 2,−1}
and the sum of the two autocorrelations generate the result {0, 4, 0}.
The Golay complementary pairs can be generated in the following way. According
to [26], given a complementary pair g1[n] and g2[n] with length L, the Golay codes
with length 2L can be obtained by
g′1[n] =

g1[n], 0 6 n < L
g2[n− L], L 6 n < 2L
(2.4)
g′2[n] =

g1[n], 0 6 n < L
−g2[n− L], L 6 n < 2L
(2.5)
Orthogonal Golay pairs are constructed as follows. First, construct a comple-
mentary Golay pair g1,1 and g2,1 with desired length L [27, 28]. g1,1 is transmit-
ted by the first transmit element in the first transmission, and g2,1 in its second
transmission. The orthogonal pair, g1,2 and g2,2, are constructed from g1,1 and g2,1;
g1,2[l] = −g2,1[L− 1− l] and g2,2[l] = g1,1[L− 1− l], where l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L− 1}. g1,2
is transmitted by the second transmit element in the first transmission, and g2,2 is
transmitted in the second transmission. The two orthogonal complementary pairs are
used to recursively construct codes transmitted by M elements in M transmissions.
According to [23], the code set can be constructed as follows
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G =

g1,1 · · · g1,M
...
. . .
...
gM,1 · · · gM,M
 = HM2 ×M2 ⊗
g1,1 g1,2
g2,1 g2,2
 (2.6)
where H is a M
2
-by-M
2
Hadamard matrix which is composed of −1s and +1s, and ⊗ is
Kronecker product. gm,i is transmitted by the ith Tx element in themth transmission.
2.3.2 Orthogonal Chirp
Chirp is a family of signals that are widely used in sonar and radar applications.
In this report, chirp refers to linear frequency modulation (LFM) signal. The LFM
chirp signal with transmit window can be expressed as
e(t) = W (t, T ) cos(ω0t+
γt2
2
) (2.7)
where W (t, T ) is a window function, which limits the signal in region [−T/2, T/2].
Note that the derivative of the phase with respect to time is the frequency f(t) =
ω0 + γt, and since the frequency is linearly increasing with time, it is called Linear
Frequency Modulation (LFM) signal.
The receiving matched filter can be defined by
s(t) = W ′(t, T ) cos(ω0t− γt
2
2
) (2.8)
where W ′(t, T ) is also a window function. Assume W (t, T ) = W ′(t, T ) = Π(t/T ),
where Π(t) is a rectangular window defined by
Π(t) =

1, for− 1
2
6 t 6 1
2
0, for else
(2.9)
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In such a case, the output signal can be approximated by
e0(t) = Π
(
t
2T
)√
2γ
pi
cos(ω0t)
sin[γt(T − |t|)/2]
γt
(2.10)
However, the sidelobe of this signal is big, which can degrade the imaging quality.
Different methods are used to overcome this deficiency. One of the solutions is to
use a different time-domain window such as the Dolph-Chebyshev window, whose
expression is given by
G(t/T ) =
cos(pi
√
(t/T )2 − A2)
cosh(piA)
(2.11)
By properly choosing parameter A, the sidelobe level can be greatly reduced
[29–31].
The orthogonal chirps can be constructed using the following expression.
S(t) =

s1,1(t) · · · s1,M(t)
...
. . .
...
sM,1(t) · · · sM,M(t)
 = HM×M ⊗ s(t) (2.12)
where s(t) is a chirp signal, and signal sm,i is transmitted from the ith transmitter
element in the mth transmission, and H is a M -by-M Hadamard matrix.
2.3.3 System Design Optimization For SAU System Using Coded Excitation
Beamforming and Decoding Architecture
The proposed digital front-end architectures for orthogonal chirp and orthogonal Go-
lay based systems corresponding to one receive chain are shown in Figure2.5a and
Figure2.5b, respectively. The first unit is apodization, which is a fixed-coefficient
spatial window that can reduce lateral sidelobe levels. Next, interpolation filtering
is done to increase the sampling rate from 40MHz at the A/D to 120MHz. For the
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Figure 2.5: Beamforming Architectures for Orthogonal Golay and Chirp with De-
modulation after Beamforming
Golay code-based system, two correlators are used to generate two versions of corre-
lated signals for decoding. The output of the interpolation filter in case of chirp-based
system or the output of the two correlators in case of Golay code-based system, is
stored in the front-end buffer for further processing by the beamforming unit.
The beamforming architecture, shown in Figure2.5c, is almost the same for Golay
code and chirp-based systems. The delay control unit chooses the signal samples from
the front-end buffer according to delay τm,i,j,p,q, where m is the transmission index, i
is the transmit (Tx) element index, j is the receive (Rx) element index, p is the focal
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point index and q is the scanline index. Clearly, τ is a function of i, j, p and q, and
in presence of motion, it is also a function of m.
There are three stages of summation. The first stage, which consists of M sum-
mers, sums signal samples from N receiving elements. In the second stage, the signal
samples corresponding to M transmit elements are summed up, thereby generating
the value corresponding to a focal point. The Hadamard matrices HM×M for chirp-
based system and HM
2
×M
2
for Golay code-based system are used to decide whether to
add or subtract the streams corresponding to different transmit elements. For exam-
ple, if [H]dm2 e,d i2e = −1 in a Golay code-based system, the stream corresponding to
the mth transmission from the ith element is subtracted from the streams from the
mth transmission of all the other transmit elements. Actually this stage merges the
spatial decoding and beamforming together. For the mth transmission, this process
is repeated PQ times and an image containing PQ focal points for the mth trans-
mission is generated. In the third stage, the image frame stored in the frame buffer
is updated with the one generated in the mth transmission.
The data in the frame buffer is then demodulated. In case of a chirp-based system,
there is a compression filter before the demodulation stage. Both compression filtering
and demodulation are done scanline by scanline.
The complexity of the Golay code-based and chirp-based systems are compared us-
ing the parameters defined in Table 2.1. While the Golay code-based system requires
two correlation units, they involve only additions and subtractions. The chirp-based
system, on the other hand, requires a compression filter which increase the complexity
significantly – about PQTcodefs additional multiplications per image. For the setting
in Table 2.1, the chirp-based system needs about 1.1×1010 multiplications per image,
while the Golay code-based system needs only 2.9× 108 multiplications.
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Table 2.1: Parameter Definitions and Values of SAU Systems
Symbol Description Value
N Number of receiving elements 128
M
Number of transmitting elements
and number of transmissions
32
fc Transducer central frequency 4 MHz
B 6 dB bandwidth of transducer 4 MHz
fs A/D sampling frequency 40 MHz
f ′s Sampling frequency after interpolation 120 MHz
Tcode Duration of the coded excitation 32 µs
KLPF
Number of taps of
demodulation lowpass filter
36
KINT
Number of taps of
interpolation lowpass filter
5
D Maximum detection depth 20 cm
c Speed of sound in body tissue 1540 m/s
P Number of focal points in one scanline 1.04× 104
Q Number of scanline in one image 200
A comparison of the complexity of the proposed chirp-based system and the chirp-
based system implemented with decoding-first scheme shows that the proposed sys-
tem requires significantly fewer multiplications, PQTcodefs compared to PMNTcodefs.
Thus for the setting in Table 2.1, the proposed chirp-based system needs only ~5%
of the multiplications required by the corresponding decoding-first system. In terms
of space complexity, the decoding-first architecture has to buffer all M subframes re-
ceived in M transmissions. In contrast, the proposed architecture only needs to buffer
the receive data in one subframe though this data is stored at a higher sampling rate
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because of interpolation. Thus, the space complexity is reduced to f
′
s
fsM
or 9.4% of
decoding-first architecture for the setting in Table 2.1.
For orthogonal Golay code-based systems proposed in [23, 32], 2M correlators
perform N times for one image, while in the proposed system, 2N correlators perform
M times. Hence the complexity of the two systems in terms of code correlation is
the same. However in terms of space complexity, the proposed architecture only
needs to buffer two correlated versions of receive data in one subframe. In contrast,
the decoding-first system stores M subframes. Hence the proposed architecture only
needs 2f
′
s
fsM
of the storage needed by the decoding-first architecture.
Design Parameter Optimization
Since the complexity of such a system is a function of N , the number receive elements,
M , the number of transmit elements and L the code length, we first describe a
framework to choose the value of these parameters such that the overall complexity is
minimized for a given SNR gain. We consider both the number of multiplications and
the number of additions in the formulation. We show that this procedure reduces the
complexity of the system by about 20×. Next we reduce the complexity of the motion
compensation method by first operating in the polar domain and then exploiting the
property of uniformity of velocity field in a small region. This method helps reduce
the complexity of motion compensation by 3000×. Finally we show that as a result of
these reductions, the beamsum is now the bottleneck of orthogonal coded excitation
based SAU systems.
In this section we describe how the parameters N , M , L can be chosen to sat-
isfy the performance requirements while minimizing the complexity. We define the
reference system as one with only one transmit and one receive element, and with
excitation of unit time-bandwidth product (TBP). We specify the performance re-
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quirement in terms of SNR gain which is defined as the ratio of the SNR of a system
and the SNR of the reference system. It has been proven that longer code length of
wide band signal results in higher TBP, and higher TBP contributes to higher SNR
gain [30]. The number of transmissions and the number of simultaneous transmit
elements also contributes to SNR gain [33]. Thus the theoretical SNR gain is approx-
imately 10 log10(NM
2L) dB for both chirp-based and Golay-based systems [22].
Since M 6 N , N determines the aperture size, and consequently the lateral
resolution. Thus N should be chosen according to the desired lateral resolution.
Axial resolution is hard to quantify. It is a function of system bandwidth, type of
coded excitation and motion speed, and is not considered in the formulation below.
Now for a given SNR gain constraint, there are multiple choices of M and L. In the
following, we formulate this as an optimization problem which minimizes computation
complexity given SNR gain constraint NM2L > A, where L ∈ [Lmin, Lmax] and
M ∈ [Mmin,Mmax]. In our system, Lmin = 1, Lmax = 128, Mmin = 1 and Mmax = 64.
Optimization of Golay code-based systems. For the Golay code based system,
the computation complexity is given by
KINTPNM + α[KINTPNM + PQNM
2 + 2PNML] (2.13)
Here KINTPNM is the number of multiplications and additions required by the
interpolation filter, PQNM2 is the number of additions needed by the beamsum unit,
and 2PNML is the number of additions for the Golay correlation units. We combine
the effect of multiplications and additions by scaling the number of additions by a
constant α, where α is the ratio of the complexity of an adder to the complexity of a
multiplier. For a 16-bit-fixed-point system, that range of α varies from 1/14 to 1/8,
depending on the specifics of the adder and multiplier implementations. In this work,
we use α = 1/12 to evaluate the complexity.
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Optimization of chirp-based systems. For the chirp-based system, the com-
plexity is given by
KINTPNM + PQL0L+ α[KINTPNM + PQNM
2 + PQL0L] (2.14)
where KINTPNM is the number of multiplications and additions in the interpolation
filter, PQNM2 is the number of additions in the beamsum unit and PQL0L the
number of multiplications and additions in the compression filter with L0L taps.
Here L0 is the number of samples in one period of a sinusoid whose frequency is the
same as the transducer’s central frequency.
FFT-based compression filtering. Since complexity of the chirp compression
filter is very high and the number of taps can be as high as 1280, we propose to use
FFT for filter implementation. We use the overlap-save method, where the signal is
divided into s chunks of equal length, and length of FFT U is chosen according to U =
2dlog2(L0L+(L0L+P )/s−1)e. For this implementation the number of multiplications per
scanline is s(2U log2 U+2U), and the number of additions per scanline is s(3U log2 U+
U). The computation complexity of chirp based system using FFT-based compression
filter is given by
KINTPNM +Qs(2U log2 U + 2U) + α[KINTPNM + PQNM
2 +Qs(3U log2 U +U)]
(2.15)
Complexity Results
Figure 2.6 plots the number of effective multiplications for different values of SNR
gain for the two systems. We see that the complexity of the system is proportional
to the SNR gain as expected. The step shape is caused by the constraint that M is
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Figure 2.6: Choice of M and L to Achieve Lowest Complexity for Different Values of
SNR Gain
an integer power of 2 — a constraint that is set by the Hadamard matrix required to
generate orthogonal codes. We repeated this experiment for α = 1/8 and α = 1/16.
We find that the optimal values of M , L do not change with α. This is because the
constraint that M has to be an integer power of 2 is a strong constraint and changing
the value of α has little effect on the choice of the parameters M and L.
To evaluate the optimization efficiency, we compare the complexity of the optimal
solution with the average of all feasible solutions for a specific SNR gain. Figure 2.7a
and 2.7b show the comparison result of the average versus the optimal configuration
for five different SNR constraints. The complexity of the optimal solution is only
5.8% of the average for Golay code based system and 5.5% of the average for chirp
based system. Of all the units, the beamsum is the most complex with a complexity
of 99% for chirp based system and 98% for Golay code based systems. The reduction
in the number of computations for beamsum is quite significant. For 60 dB SNR
gain, the number of effective multiplications for optimized beamsum is only 4.7% of
those needed by the average. The complexity reduction of each unit is summarized
in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.7: Complexity Comparison between Average and Optimal Configuration of
Chirp and Golay Code Based Systems
2.4 Motion Compensation
Orthogonal coded excitation boost SNR gain up to 70 dB, however in presence
of body motion, both chirp-based system and Golay code based systems suffers from
significant SNR loss, as shown in Figure 2.8. Golay code based systems are more
sensitive to body motion because orthogonal code based SAU systems require perfect
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Table 2.2: Complexity Reduction for 60 dB SNR Gain Case
Component Golay Avg. Golay Opt. Percentage
Interpolation 2.1× 108 5.8× 107 27.6%
Beamsum 3.0× 1010 1.4× 109 4.7%
Correlation 1.1× 108 2.3× 108 209%
Demodulation 9.2× 107 9.2× 107 100%
Total 3.1× 1010 1.8× 109 5.8%
Component Chirp Avg. Chirp Opt. Percentage
Interpolation 2.1× 108 5.8× 107 27.6%
Beamsum 3.0× 1010 1.4× 109 4.7%
Correlation 6.9× 107 1.0× 108 145%
Demodulation 9.2× 107 9.2× 107 100%
Total 3.1× 1010 1.7× 109 5.5%
timing alignment to insure the signal coherency and sidelobe suppression. Thus to
design a high performance system, motion compensation has to be included.
2.4.1 Baseline Motion Compensation Method
In this section we describe a simple motion compensation scheme for the proposed
architecture. The idea is that if the motion velocity can be estimated (as in [34]), then
the beamforming algorithm can dynamically adjust the delay and phase correction
term and the focal point can follow the moving target points [35]. Here we propose
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Figure 2.8: SNR Gain in Presence of Motion
a simplified version of the method in [35] using Taylor expansion to update τm,i,j,p,q,
which requires only 2 multiplications for each delay value.
In the absence of motion, the delay τm,i,j,p,q is constant for all transmissions. This
can be calculated by τm,i,j,p,q = (Aj,p,q + Bi,p,q)/c, where Aj,p,q =
√
(xj − xp,q)2 + z2p,q
and Bi,p,q =
√
(xi − xp,q)2 + z2p,q are the distance between the focal point and the jth
Rx element and the ith Tx element, respectively. This part can be pre-calculated and
stored in a look up table.
If motion artifacts are significant, then it is necessary to add a compensation value
∆τm,i,j,p,q to the delay value of the next transmission.
∆τm,i,j,p,q =
1
c
(
xp,q − xj
Aj,p,q
+
xp,q − xi
Bi,p,q
)
vx∆t+
1
c
(
zp,q
Aj,p,q
+
zp,q
Bi,p,q
)
vz∆t (2.16)
where zp,q is the z coordinate of the focal point p in scanline q, ∆t is the time interval
between two transmissions. For efficient computation of ∆τm,i,j,p,q, we need two look-
up tables, one to store
(xp,q−xj)∆t
cAj,p,q
and the other to store zp,q∆t
cAj,p,q
. Each table has NPQ
elements, which is fairly large. But in a real implementation, the symmetry of the
scanlines and transducer elements and the fact that the delay will be eventually
mapped to an integer memory address, is used to reduce the size of the tables.
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2.4.2 Simplified Motion Compensation Method
In baseline method, we used Taylor expansion to simplify the calculation in motion
compensation. Unfortunately, the complexity of that method is still very high. In
this subsection, we propose a scheme that reduces the complexity by first doing
the computations on data represented in the polar system and second by assuming
uniformity of velocity field in a small region.
Mapping Computations into Polar Domain
Transducer
Arrray
x
z
Scanlines
Phase center
jx
(p, q)
)(n
v
)(t
v
q?
pR
xv
zv
Figure 2.9: Motion Decomposition Using Polar Coordinates
We propose to represent the motion velocity in polar coordinates instead of rect-
angular coordinates with vx and vy as shown in Figure 2.9. Such a representation is
better in terms of both computation and storage complexity.
Suppose the target at point (p, q) is moving, so the distance Rp,q and the angle
θp,q vary with time. The two new velocity components are defined as v
(n)
p,q =
dRp,q
dt
and v
(t)
p,q = Rp,q
dθp,q
dt
, where v
(n)
p,q is parallel to the scanline and v
(t)
p,q is vertical to the
scanline.
We find that when Rp,q is large, the derivative of single trip delay from point
(p, q) to receive element j can be approximated by equation (2.17), where xj is the
coordinate of the receive element j.
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dτrx
dt
≈ 1
c
v(n)p,q −
xj cos θp,q
cRp,q
v(t)p,q (2.17)
For the round trip delay from transmit element i to point (p, q) to receive element
j, the approximation of the total delay adjustment term for mth transmission is
represented by
∆τm,i,j,p,q ≈ 2
c
v(n)p,qm∆t−
(xj + xi) cos θp,q
cRp,q
v(t)p,qm∆t (2.18)
where xi is the x coordinate of the ith transmit element, ∆t is the transmit interval
between two consecutive transmissions, m is the index of transmission which varies
from 0 to M − 1
To ensure good accuracy at small depths, only a few transmit/receive elements
near the center are used. Since here the signal strength is good, this operation incurs
only a mild performance loss. As the distance Rp,q increases, more streams are used for
beamforming. Simulation results show that Rp,q
max(|xi|,|xj |) > 3 reaches a balance between
approximation accuracy and performance loss due to reduction in the aperture size.
Neighborhood Approximation
Body motion is likely to have significant regional correlation. In abdominal ultra-
sound imaging, the most likely motion is caused by patient’s breathing or moving of
transducer head. As a result, it is reasonable to assume that the velocity field gener-
ated by body motion is continuous and locally correlated. Based on this assumption,
delay adjustment term due to motion does not have to be calculated for every focal
point, and can be calculated once in every local neighborhood.
Here we use a simple deformation velocity field to simulate a mild body motion
[36]. The velocity field shown in Figure 2.10a corresponds to the case where the tissues
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Figure 2.10: Velocity Field and Neighborhood Approximation Error when the Neigh-
borhood is of Size 20× 3
are being compressed in the vertical direction and being expanded in the horizontal
direction. In motion fields where the velocity vectors have similar orientations, the
neighborhood approximation has very good performance even for grid sizes as large
as 200 × 5 (200 samples along the scanline and 5 scanlines wide). However in the
motion field investigated in this paper, the motion vectors are in all possible directions
in the 2D plane. In this case, even some small neighborhood size such as 50 × 1 or
30× 5 results in large Range Sidelobe Level (RSLL). In the worst case where motion
speed reaches 20mm/s, the RSLL is larger than -41 dB. As a result, smaller grid
size is necessary for such a motion field. To choose a good grid size, we further
tested grid sizes of 10 × 6, 20 × 3 and 30 × 2. All three configurations provide
acceptable performance and have the same reduction in complexity. However, when
motion speed is 20mm/s, 20× 3 neighborhood approximation has about 3 dB better
performance than the other two cases and approaches the performance of motion
compensation without approximation. The mean square error of the delay values in
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each neighborhood is shown in Figure 2.10b. In this configuration the highest mean
square error is proportional to 4.2× 10−7, and occurs in the bottom two corners.
Complexity Analysis
We first analyze the number of multiplications and additions that are required to
compute Equation (2.18). The first term in the equation does not depends on i or
j, which means it can be shared by all streams. As a result, this part only needs
1 multiplications per focal point, so if we recalculate the delay for every subframe,
PQM multiplications are required for one image. The second term is a linear function
of xi+xj. When elements are equally spaced, one can calculate the second term with
only add/subtract according to the adjustment term used in i − 1 or j − 1 streams.
As a result, this part needs PQM multiplications and PQM2N addition per frame.
Compared to the motion compensation in [9], the number of multiplications needed
is only 0.12% of that method.
Now, for the neighborhood approximation method, there are P ′Q′ = PQ/(20×3)
small neighborhoods, and the samples in the same neighborhood can share the same
adjustment term. Taking this into account, the new motion compensation needs
2P ′Q′M multiplications and 2P ′Q′M2N additions per frame. Compared to the
method in [9] using the same configuration, the total number of effective multipli-
cations needed by motion compensation is reduced from 6.8 × 1011 per frame to
2.3× 108 per frame, which corresponds to about 3000× reduction.
2.4.3 Simulation Results
We ran simulations for the gradient field described in Figure 2.10a for maximum
motion speed varying from 0 mm/s to 20 mm/s. We put 30 target points in the
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observation area; the space between each point is 30mm along range direction and
10◦ along the azimuth direction.
Figure 2.11 and 2.12 show the average SNR performance and average RSLL per-
formance of 30 target points for different motion speeds. As shown in Figure2.11, the
new reduced complexity motion compensation method can significantly improve the
SNR for both Golay code and chirp based systems. The SNR performance of Golay
code based systems is slightly better than a chirp based system.
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Figure 2.11: SNR Performance for Different Motion Speeds
From Figure 2.12 we see that for both Golay code based and chirp based systems,
the RSLL performance of the simplified motion compensation method is very close
to the one without the approximations.
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Chapter 3
SONIC MILLIP3DE: ALGORITHM INNOVATIONS AND HARDWARE DESIGN
3.1 Motivation
In Chapter 1 we have made the case for 3-D ultrasound imaging. Not only are
3-D images easier to interpret, reducing effort (and errors) for technicians to locate
relevant anatomy, they also provide accurate volumetric measurements of cysts and
tumors that 2-D cannot match.
However, the benefits of 3-D also come with numerous hardware challenges that
are only exacerbated when trying make the system hand-held. The construction of a 3-
D volumetric image requires at least 4000× computations compared to a 2-D system.
On the other hand, because it is in close contact with human skin, an ultrasound
scan head must operate within a tight power budget (about 5W) to maintain safe
temperatures.
In this chapter, we present algorithm level optimizations for Sonic Millip3De, a
low-power hardware accelerator architecture for 3-D ultrasound imaging. This work
was done in collaboration with researchers in University of Michigan. The algo-
rithm level optimizations include subaperture processing, apodization optimization
(Section 3.2.2) and iterative delay calculation method (Section 3.2.3). Subaperture
processing reduces the number of concurrent channels and the number of firings for
each frame by a factor of 2 thereby reducing computational complexity by a factor of
2. Subaperture apodization optimization not only maximizes SNR but also reduces
sidelobe levels. Iterative delay calculation eliminates complex calculations such as
square roots, divisions and multiplications. It reduces the storage by 400× compared
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to direct lookup table implementation. For each focal point, it only requires three
additions, thereby greatly reduces the power consumption on address calculations.
Next, the Sonic Millip3De hardware architecture is briefly described in Section 3.3.
It makes use of a massively parallel design and state-of-the-art 3-D die stacking [37–
40], splitting analog components, analog-to-digital (ADC) converters and SRAM stor-
age, and a 1024-unit beamsum accelerator array across three silicon layers for a com-
pact design with short (and hence low-power) wires. Based on RTL-level design and
floorplanning for an industrial 45nm process, we estimate a full-system power require-
ment of 15W for Sonic Millip3De and project that it will meet the 5W target power
budget by the 11nm node.
The study was presented in [11–13].
3.2 Algorithm Design
Conventional beamforming algorithms (intended for implementation in software)
are too storage- and compute-intensive for hand-held 3-D ultrasound. In this sec-
tion, algorithmic innovations that enable a low-power hardware implementation are
presented.
3.2.1 Subaperture Processing
To reduce the number of firings and to improve image quality, in this section
overlapped subaperture processing is presented. This method helps reduce the com-
putation requirements for one frame by a factor of 2 so that the power consumption
can be reduced. Alternatively, it can increase the frame rate by a factor of 2 without
increasing the computational requirements.
In a naive implementation of an SAU system with a 2-D array of 128×96=12,228
transducers and non-overlapping subapertures of size 32×32, there are a total of
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12,228/1,024=12 subapertures. If there are 4×4=16 virtual sources, each virtual
source has to fire 12 times, and there are 12×16 = 192 firings for generating a 3-D
frame.
In this section, a firing method based on overlapping subapertures that helps
increase the frame rate is presented. This method is a generalization of the 1-D
scheme in [41]. As shown in Figure 3.1, each subaperture is of size 32× 32 elements
and neighboring subapertures overlap with each other. There are 96 virtual sources
and each virtual source is located in the center of the corresponding subaperture.
Each virtual source fires only once and is emulated by 76 transducers. The use of
virtual source increases SNR by about 19 dB compared to the single transducer firing
scheme [18]. After each firing, both virtual source and receive subaperture shift by
8 elements to an adjacent location. Consequently, the number of firings required by
this scheme is 96, which is half the number required in [11]. As a result, computations
for processing one frame are reduced by a factor 2. Although this method only uses
120× 88 transducer elements, the equivalent aperture size is increased, because more
virtual sources fire from wider angles. To achieve the desired image quality for such
a system, the apodization coefficients of each subaperture have to be optimized.
3.2.2 Apodization Scheme for Subaperture Processing
1-D Subaperture Apodization
In this section we used the equivalent aperture concept introduced in [19, 41] to
formulate the subaperture apodization problem for 2-D subapertures. The equivalent
aperture of a transducer array is defined as the receive aperture that can exactly
produce the same radiation pattern as the original transducer array but with only
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Figure 3.1: Overlapped Subaperture Processing for SAU Systems
one single transmit element [19]. In the far-field scenario, the equivalent aperture is
simply the convolution of transmit and receive apertures.
Assuming that the power for each firing is unity, apodization of the equivalent
aperture y[n] can be represented by y[n] =
∑L−1
i=0 ai[n −mi], where ai[n] is the 1-D
receive subaperture apodization for the ith transmission, and mi is the location of
ith virtual source. The convolution process can be represented in matrix-vector form
as y = Ga where a = [aT1 , . . . , a
T
L]
T consists of all nonzero subaperture apodization
windows, ai a vector comprising of nonzero apodization coefficients of ith subaperture.
G is a N×M matrix with only zeros and ones, which represents the summations and
shifts required by the convolution of transmit and receive apertures. Here N is the
size of the equivalent aperture, and M = KL, where K is the size of a subaperture,
and L is the number of subapertures.
Since subapertures overlap with each other, matrix G does not have full rank.
Thus there are multiple solutions to this linear equation, and the best solution is the
one that maximizes SNR and reduces sidelobes. Given that the power for each firing
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is unity, the lower bound of the SNR after beamforming is proportional to 1/(aTa),
maximizing SNR is equivalent to minimizing aTa.
In order to reduce sidelobes, the apodization window should be continuous and
smooth. This is because any discontinuities or spikes in the apodization function
introduces higher spatial frequency components, which translate to sidelobe energy.
We find that the smoothness is inversely proportional to aTVTVa where
V =

D
D
. . .
D

and D =

2 −1
−1 2 −1
. . . . . . −1
−1 2

Here D is of size K ×K, and V is of size M ×M . We choose D to have the above
structure so it works like a high pass filter that can detect spikes or discontinuities in
a subaperture window. Thus the smoothness should be inversely proportional to the
energy of the filter outputs, which is calculated as follows.
L∑
i=1
‖Dai‖22 = aTVTVa (3.1)
Thus to maximize smoothness, we minimize aTVTVa. Hence the objective function
can formulated by the weighted sum of the two terms as follows.
min
a
γaTa + aTVTVa = aTΦa
Subject to y = Ga (3.2)
where Φ = γI+VTV and γ is a coefficient to control the relative importance between
the SNR performance and aperture smoothness. When γ > 0, Φ is positive definite,
and this quadratic optimization problem has an analytical solution given by
a = Φ−1GT (GΦ−1GT )−1y (3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Subaperture Apodization using Blackman Window with M = 88, K = 32
Note that this method can be applied to any apodization window. Figure 3.2
shows the receive subaperture apodization coefficients generated by this method for
Blackman window when the 1-D transducer array is of size 88 and subaperture is of
size K = 32. There are 8 receive subapertures AP1 through AP8 with very different
apodization coefficients.
2-D Separable Subaperture Apodization
For the 2-D transducer array, we decompose the 2-D subaperture apodization de-
sign problem into two 1-D problems. The method outlined in Section 3.2.2 is now
used to derive the coefficients in each of the dimensions. The 2-D subaperture
apodization window is the product of two 1-D apodization windows as represented
by Ai,j(nx, ny) = ai(nx) · aj(ny). The 2-D apodization generated by the proposed
method is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that, although the figure presents apodization
windows separately, actually the adjacent windows are overlapping with each other
as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Subaperture Apodization using Kaiser Window with M = 88, K = 32
3.2.3 Iterative Index Calculation
Delay calculation for beamforming is enormously compute-intensive, requiring ei-
ther numerous processors or a large LUT of pre-calculated values. Neither of these
approaches is feasible in a small hand-held device. Prior work has reduced delay
calculation computational complexity through iterative methods [42, 43], but these
methods still require billions of expensive square root operations. Instead, we re-
design the algorithm to require tractable storage and eliminate the trigonometric and
square root operations required in a straight-forward implementation.
The key insight of the proposed algorithm is to replace prior iterative index cal-
culations [42] with a piece-wise quadratic approximation that can be computed us-
ing only add operations. Because focal points are evenly spaced, the delta function
between adjacent focal point delays form a smooth curve and indices can be approx-
imated accurately (with error similar to that introduced by interpolation) over short
intervals with quadratic approximations. We replace these exact delta curves with a
per-transducer pre-computed piece-wise quadratic approximation constrained to allow
an index error of at most 3 (corresponding to at most 30µm error between the esti-
mated and exact focal point) thus resulting in negligible blur. Figure 3.4a compares
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Figure 3.4: Delay Curve Fitting to Facilitate Iterative Index Calculation
our approximation to the exact difference between adjacent delays for three represen-
tative scanlines. The dotted line indicates the boundary of the 2-section piecewise
approximation. Figure 3.4b shows the corresponding round-trip delay error. Figure
3.4c shows the root mean square (RMS) error for the full y-z slice through the mid-
dle of the image. Our approach drastically reduces storage requirements relative to
pre-computing all delays because only four constants (three for the delta function;
one for the section boundary) are pre-computed and stored per section. Because of
its simplicity, this approximation requires only table lookups (to retrieve constants)
and adds (to iteratively calculate the delay).
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Through quality studies, we have determined that our piece-wise quadratic esti-
mation method requires only two sections to meet our accuracy target for the typical
abdominal imaging aperture used in our evaluation. Hence, we must store at most
nine (two sections of four constants and a start value) constants per scanline. In
contrast, complete delay pre-computation requires a 4096-entry LUT per scanline,
over 400× more storage than our method. By exploiting symmetry in the imaging
geometry, we can further reduce the required constant storage by a factor of four, for
an aggregate storage requirement of 77MB. Nevertheless, 77MB exceeds the storage
capacity we can provision on chip. However, our system only uses 250kB of constants
at a time, allowing us to load the constants as needed from DRAM.
3.3 Hardware Architecture
We next describe the Sonic Millip3De system architecture and its key features,
including the beamforming accelerator that implements our iterative delay calculation
algorithm in a massively parallel array.
3.3.1 System Architecture
The Sonic Millip3De system (Figure 3.5) is comprised of three stacked silicon
dies (transducers and analog electronics, ADC and storage, and computation) con-
nected vertically using through-silicon vias (TSVs) and off-stack LPDDR2 memory.
These components are integrated in the ultrasound scanhead, the wand-like device a
radiologist manipulates to obtain ultrasound images.
Using 3-D die-stacked design provides several architectural benefits. First, it is
possible to stack dies manufactured in different technologies. Hence, the transducer
layer can be manufactured in a cost-effective process for the analog circuitry, higher
voltages, and large geometry of ultrasonic transducers, while the beamforming acceler-
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Figure 3.5: Sonic Millip3De Hardware Overview
ator can exploit the latest digital logic process technology. Second, ultrasound systems
typically feature interchangeable scan heads for different imaging tasks (e.g., different
imaging depths and resolutions). By separating the transducer array, ADC/storage,
and computation engine into separate dies, a standard interface (i.e., TSV layout)
between each enables dies to be reused with varying transducer array layers, reducing
design costs. Finally, as in recent 3-D-stacked processor architectures where caches
and cores are connected vertically [37], the face-to-face connections between SRAM
arrays and corresponding computation units avoid the need for long wires.
The transducer die comprises an array of 120×88 transducers with λ/2 spacing.
The area between transducers contains the analog electronics and routing to the TSV
interface to the ADC/storage die. Transducers within a bank are multiplexed onto
a single signal per bank that is passed over a TSV to the ADC/storage layer for
digitization.
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The ADC/storage layer comprises 1024 12-bit ADCs, each connected to an in-
coming analog signal from the transducer layer. The ADCs sample at a frequency
of 40MHz. This sampling frequency balances energy efficiency and flexibility for ul-
trasound applications requiring varying transmit frequencies. After digitization, the
received signals are stored in 1024 independent SRAM arrays, each storing 4096 12-bit
samples. The SRAMs are clocked at 1GHz. Each SRAM array is connected vertically
to a corresponding functional unit on the computation layer.
The computation layer includes the beamforming accelerator units, a unidirec-
tional pipelined interconnect, a control processor (e.g., an M-class ARM core), and
an LPDDR2 memory controller. The die area is dominated by the beamforming ac-
celerator array and interconnect, which are described in the following subsections.
The control processor manages memory transfers from the LPDDR2 interface to the
accelerator array, controls the transducer array, and performs other general purpose
functions. The off-stack LPDDR2 memory stores index delay constants and a frame
buffer for the final volumetric image.
The Sonic Millip3De memory system comprises a 192-bit wide memory channel
striped across 6 2Gb x16 LPDDR2-800 parts. This unusual arrangement matches
the width of our on-chip interconnect, provides sufficient capacity (1.5 GB) and suf-
ficient memory bandwidth (38.4 GB/sec) to load beamforming constants (requiring
6.2 GB/sec) and read/write image data (requiring 5.5 GB/sec) for the frame rate of
2 frames per second while still requiring little power [44,45].
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3.3.2 The Beamforming Accelerator
Accelerator Overview
The beamforming accelerator is the central element of Sonic Millip3De, and is the key
to achieving our performance and power objectives. The accelerator relies on massive
parallelism (1024 beamforming units operate in concert) and achieves energy efficiency
through carefully optimized 12-bit data paths that perform only add, compare, and
table lookup operations.
Recall (from Section 3.2.1) that a single ultrasound frame is obtained by summing
the received data from 96 receive subapertures. For each of these 96 receive opera-
tions, the entire imaging volume is read from memory (15MB), the (single) correct
sample from each transducer in the sub-aperture is added to each focal point, and
the volume is stored back to DRAM. Below, we describe a single of these 96 receive
operations: the data flow during each receive is identical, only the apodization and
delay constants differ across receives.
The accelerator follows a streaming transform-select-reduce data flow paradigm.
We first describe the principle of this approach and how the algorithm described in
Section 3.2 maps to this framework.
Principle of Operation
As shown in Figure 3.5, the accelerator streams data in parallel from all 1024 SRAM
arrays on the ADC/storage layer (corresponding to the 1024 transducer banks) to
1024 corresponding beamforming units. The data streams pass through three con-
ceptual stages: transform, select, and reduce. Each stage is implemented in a separate
pipelined functional unit and a unidirectional pipeline interconnect (starting and ter-
minating at the LPDDR2 interface) links the reduce units together.
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Figure 3.6: Select Unit Microarchitecture
In the conceptual model, the transform stage performs pre-processing that must
be applied to all data. For beamforming, this stage performs interpolation (which
upsamples the 40MHz signal to 160MHz).
The select stage transforms data from the receive time domain into the image
space domain as shown in Figure 3.6. Select units map incoming samples from the
receive time domain to image focal points. Sample data arrives from the interpolation
unit at the input buffer, and each sample is either discarded or copied to the output
buffer to accumulate a particular focal point. The unit selects the correct sample for
each focal point using the indexing algorithm in Section 3.2.3. The key innovation
of the select stage is that we have eliminated the index-load-add-store sequence that
software implementations use to map from the time domain to the image space, thus
significantly reduces the number of times data must be read from the SRAM.
Finally, the reduce stage performs a reduction operation across the transform-
select pipelines. For beamsum, the reduction operation is simply an add. The main
feature of the reduce stage is the interconnect that links the pipelines. In cases where
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Table 3.1: 3-D Ultrasound System Parameters
Parameter Value
Total Transmits per Frame 96
Total Transducers 10,560
Receive Transducers per Sub-aperture 1024
Storage per Receive Transducer 4096 x 12-bits
Focal Points per Scanline 4096
Image Depth 10cm
Image Total Angular Width pi/6
Sampling Frequency 40MHz
Interpolation Factor 4x
Interpolated Sampling Frequency 160MHz
Speed of Sound (tissue) 1540m/s
Target Frame Rate 2fps
the reduce operation is commutative, this could be an arbitrary interconnect. In our
design, we use a unidirectional pipeline with wide, short links forming a 1024-stage
pipeline.
3.4 Simulation Results
3.4.1 Subaperture Processing and Apodization Simulation Results
Figure 3.7 plots the radiation pattern due to a point object located at 3cm depth
using Field II [46,47]. The 2-D subaperture configuration is as described in Figure 3.1.
Compared to the method using 2-D Blackman window on each subaperture, the
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(a) Using Blackman Window
on Each Subaperture
(b) Using Proposed Subaper-
ture Apodization Scheme Re-
sults in Lower Sidelobes
Figure 3.7: Radiation Pattern due to a Point Object, 60 dB Display Dynamic Range
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(a) With Plain Apodization Window
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(b) With Optimized Apodization Window
Figure 3.8: 2-D Slice of 3-D Volume for Plain and Optimized Apodization, 40 dB
Display Dynamic Range
radiation pattern of the proposed decomposable 2-D subaperture apodization is much
smaller, and the sidelobes are under -60 dB.
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We use Field II [46, 47] and MATLAB to simulate a 3-D imaging system with
parameters listed in Table 3.1. The simulation case consists of 10 spherical anechoic
cysts in a 20mm×15mm×80mm volume under the transducer array. The diameter
of the cysts range from 2mm to 7mm. To verify the proposed apodization coefficient
design scheme, we compare 2-D slices of 3-D volume generated by the subaperture
based SAU imaging system with plain apodization and optimized apodization. In the
plain apodization case, all subapertures employ an identical Kaiser window. For the
proposed method, we generate subaperture apodization coefficients according to the
target equivalent aperture apodization that is a large 2-D separable Kaiser window.
The 2-D x-z plane slices and y-z plane slices of the two cases are compared in Figure
10. Images produced by plain apodization window have more artifacts inside the
cysts which not only blur the edge of the cyst but also reduce the average Contrast-
to-Noise Ratio (CNR) to 1.6. On the other hand, images generated with the proposed
apodization optimization method is clearer and improved the average CNR on all ten
cysts from 1.6 to 2.0. The CNR is calculated according to
CNR =
|µcyst − µbgnd|√
σ2cyst + σ
2
bgnd
(3.4)
where µcyst and mean µbgnd correspond to brightness of cyst and background, while
σcyst and σbgnd correspond to the standard deviation of cyst and background. The
pixels inside the sphere whose radius is 80% the radius of the cyst are used to calculate
µcyst and σcyst, while pixels outside the sphere whose radius is 120% the radius of the
cyst are used to calculate µbgnd and σbgnd. Note that the noise here is speckle noise
which is different from the thermal noise used in the definition of SNR.
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Table 3.2: CNR Values for Both Ideal System and Sonic Millip3De v1.0
Left Right
Ideal SM3D Ideal SM3D
3.59 3.58 1.93 1.85
3.18 3.21 1.51 1.41
2.68 2.67 1.94 1.85
1.61 1.62 2.10 2.01
1.10 1.18 2.39 2.30
0.33 0.39 2.43 2.34
3.4.2 Fixed-point Simulation Results
We contrast CNR of simulated cysts in tissue for images generated using an ideal
system (precise index calculation and double-precision floating-point) against our
new Sonic Millip3De design, which uses 14-bit fixed-point beamsum, iterative delay
calculation, and dynamic focus. An x-z slice through the middle of the cysts is shown
in Figure 3.9 for both the ideal case and our design. Table 3.2 shows a CNR breakdown
for all cysts for both configurations. Neither design is effective in resolving the smallest
(2mm) cyst at depth, but Sonic Millip3De’s image quality is nearly indistinguishable
from the ideal case, providing high image quality at all depths for the larger cysts.
3.4.3 Power Analysis and Scaling
To evaluate full system power computation, we use a combination of RTL-level
synthesis for the beamformer, SRAM, and interconnect and published estimates [44,
48, 49] for other system components. The beamformer along with the interconnect
consumes 8.4W and accounts for 58% of the total system power. The next largest
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(a) Double-Precision
Floating Point and
Exact Delay Index
Calculation
(b) Fixed-Point Preci-
sion, and Dynamic Focus
and Iterative Delay Cal-
culation
Figure 3.9: Image Quality Comparison, Floating-Point vs. Fixed-Point
power consuming unit is DRAM, which consumes 4.4W and accounts for 30% of the
total power. The front-end that includes ADCs and transducers consumes 1.5W and
accounts for 10% of the total system power. We determine that our design requires a
full system power of 14.6W in 45nm technology (Figure 3.10). Using published scaling
trends for ADCs [50] and CMOS logic [51], we project that this design will achieve a
5W power budget (our target for safe contact with human skin) by the 16nm node.
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Figure 3.10: Power Breakdown of Sonic Millip3De v1.0 Across Technology Nodes
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Chapter 4
SEPARABLE BEAMFORMING FOR 3-D SYNTHETIC APERTURE
ULTRASOUND SYSTEMS
4.1 Introduction
Although the optimized subaperture apodization and firing scheme presented in
Chapter 3 reduces the number of firings by a factor of 2 and thereby reduces computa-
tion complexity by a factor of 2, the existing design still falls short of desirable power
targets (e.g., 5W for safe contact with human skin), calling for further reductions in
front-end processing requirements.
Consider a 3-D subaperture-based SAU system shown in Table 4.1. To generate a
3-D image of size 10cm×45◦×45◦, 1.1×1012 delay-sum operations must be performed
per frame. Such high computational complexity results in correspondingly high power
consumption and can limit hand-held devices for 3-D ultrasound imaging.
To support 3-D ultrasound imaging with reduced computation complexity, 2-D
sparse array designs have been studied in [52–54]. Although sparse array based sys-
tems employ fewer transducer elements than traditional 2-D arrays, such systems
usually have high sidelobe levels and suffer from low SNR. Alternatively, the compu-
tation complexity of digital front end can be greatly reduced without compromising
the image quality by a promising method called separable beamforming. Separable
beamforming reduces computational complexity by decomposing 2-D array beam-
forming into a series of 1-D array operations.
Separable beamforming was first introduced in [55,56] for frequency domain beam-
forming in sonar applications and later to ultrasound imaging [57]. Although amenable
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Table 4.1: System Parameters of 3-D SAU System
Property Value
Pitch, µm 192.5
Array size, element 120× 88
Subaperture size, element 32× 32
Number of scanlines 48× 48
View angle, square degree 45◦ × 45◦
Max depth, cm 10
Center frequency, MHz 4
6 dB transducer bandwidth, MHz 2
A/D sampling rate, MHz 40
to parallelization [57], prior delay decomposition methods incur large error for small
f-number, resulting in poor resolution. A later separable beamforming proposal [58]
improved delay decomposition error at the cost of only using vertical scanlines, lim-
iting the approach to plane-wave systems with rectangular views that are too narrow
to image large anatomies.
In this chapter, a new separable beamforming method that is not restricted to
any specific scan system is presented. It is based on a delay decomposition method
that minimizes the root-mean-square (RMS) phase error introduced by the separable
delay approximation. This method can be used to achieve separable beamforming
in subaperture based 3-D synthetic aperture ultrasound (SAU) systems with 19-fold
reduction in computation complexity compared to the non-separable method. The
separable delays obtained by this method can be stored in large look-up tables and
directly used for delay calculations. However, to reduce look-up table storage require-
ments, we propose a method to iteratively compute these delays at runtime using far
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fewer pre-computed constants. We demonstrate, using Field II simulations of cyst
images, that our proposed separable beamforming method achieves almost identical
image quality compared to the non-separable baseline method.
We also briefly describe the architectural modifications that are required to sup-
port 2-stage separable beamforming on Sonic Millip3De. These modifications include
additional SRAM storage and reorganization of the 1,024 pipelines into 32 clusters
with 32 nodes per cluster to facilitate the 2-stage beamforming. The modified Sonic
Millip3De architecture implements separable beamforming with 19× reduction in
computational complexity. This reduction can be leveraged either to reduce hard-
ware requirements (by scaling down the number of parallel pipelines in the design),
increase frame rate (by operating the existing design at higher throughput), or save
power (by scaling down frequency to maintain current frame rates).
This work on separable beamforming method for SAU systems appeared in [14,15].
4.2 Algorithm Design For Separable Beamforming
4.2.1 Separable Beamforming Process
y
x
z


Array element
R
d
)0,, yx
),, R
Focal point
PP 
O
Figure 4.1: Array and Beamforming Coordinate System for SAU Imaging
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Without loss of generality, we assume the 3-D coordinate system shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. Let (R, θ, φ) be the coordinates of a focal point P . Here R is the radial
distance from the origin O to point P . Point P ′ is the orthogonal projection of P
in the yz plane. φ is the elevation angle between line OP ′ and the z axis. θ is the
azimuth angle between OP and its orthogonal projection OP ′ in the yz plane. For
a transducer array element at (x, y, 0), the distance between the transducer element
and the focal point P is given by
drx =
√
R2 + x2 − 2Rx sin(θ) + y2 − 2Ry cos(θ) sin(φ) (4.1)
Similarly the distance between the firing virtual source located at (xv, yv, zv) and the
focal point P is given by
dtx =
√
R2 + x2v + y
2
v + z
2
v − 2xvR sin θ − 2Ryv cos θ sinφ− 2Rzv cos θ cosφ (4.2)
Assuming that the ultrasound speed is c, and the round-trip delay between the
origin and the focal point is 2R/c, the round-trip delay at the transducer relative to
that at the origin is given by
τ(x, y, R, θ, φ) = (2R− dtx − drx)/c (4.3)
Let τ(nx, ny,mR,mθ,mφ) be the discrete form of τ(x, y, R, θ, φ), where nx and ny
are variables associated with the coordinates of receive elements, and mR, mθ and mφ
are variables associated with the coordinates of focal points. Then the non-separable
beamforming corresponding to subaperture l of size Nx×Ny whose left corner indices
are il and jl, is described as
Fl(mR,mθ,mφ; t) =
il+Nx−1∑
nx=il
jl+Ny−1∑
ny=jl
Al(nx, ny) · Sl(nx, ny, t− τ(nx, ny,mR,mθ,mφ))
(4.4)
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where Sl(nx, ny, t) is the signal received by transducer element (nx, ny) at lth firing
and Al(nx, ny) is the corresponding apodization coefficient. Fl(mR,mθ,mφ; t) is the
low resolution 3-D image generated by subaperture l. Fl should be sampled at t =
2R/c for dynamic focusing. For a synthetic aperture ultrasound system, the final
high resolution image is obtained by summing all the low resolution images from all
subapertures.
Now, if τ(nx, ny,mR,mθ,mφ) can be decomposed as
τ(nx, ny,mR,mθ,mφ) = τ1(nx, ny,mR,mθ) + τ2(ny,mR,mθ,mφ) (4.5)
then equation (4.4) can be represented by a two-stage separable beamforming process:
F
(1)
l (ny,mR,mθ; t) =
il+Nx−1∑
nx=il
Al(nx, ny)Sl(nx, ny, t− τ1(nx, ny,mR,mθ)) (4.6)
F
(2)
l (mR,mθ,mφ; t) =
jl+Ny−1∑
ny=jl
F
(1)
l (ny,mR,mθ; t− τ2(ny,mR,mθ,mφ)) (4.7)
In the first stage, the beamforming is along the x axis, which functions as a spatial
filter that steers the receive plane to azimuth angle θ. The process repeats for all
combinations of mR, ny and mθ and results in a partially beamformed intermediate
signal F
(1)
l . In the second stage, 1-D beamforming is performed along the y axis,
and corresponds to steering receive plane to elevation angle φ. The second stage
beamforming is repeated for all combinations of mR, mθ and mφ. The principle of
the proposed separable beamforming method is shown in Figure 4.2.
The number of delay-sum operations of separable beamforming for one subaper-
ture isNxNyMRMθ+NyMRMθMφ in contrast toNxNyMRMθMφ in conventional, non-
separable beamforming. Thus, the computational complexity reduction isNxMφ/(Nx+
Mφ). For the configuration shown in Table 4.1 with a 32 × 32 subaperture size and
48× 48 scanlines, our approach achieves about 19× complexity reduction.
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Stage 1:
Azimuth steering
Stage 2:
Elevation steering
Stage 1:
beamforming 
along x axis
Stage 2:
beamforming 
along y axis
Subaperture
Transducer array
A scanline
Figure 4.2: The Principle of Separable Beamforming
The separable beamforming method is based on the assumption that the wave
propagation delay τ can be decomposed into τ1 and τ2. However the decomposition
is not exact and its effectiveness depends on the accuracy of the τ1 and τ2 approxima-
tions. Next, we describe the proposed decomposition method, which designs τ1 and
τ2 to minimize RMS phase error.
4.2.2 Delay Decomposition Method
The beamsum delay τ , which is a function of five variables, cannot be strictly
decomposed into a sum of two functions with fewer variables because the distance
calculation involves a square root operation (as shown in equation (4.1) and (4.2)).
The Taylor series of the square root includes functions involving multiple variables,
also referred to as cross terms, which can not be easily decomposed. To make the
delay equation separable, some of these cross terms must be dropped. Although the
effect of the cross terms diminish with large R, for small depths, the cross terms in
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the delay calculation can be significant. There are several factors that affect the error
incurred by the delay decomposition: the number of variables in each decomposed
function, the combination of variables, and the sequence of computations in the two-
stage beamforming.
To build foundation for our proposed decomposition, we first consider a simpler
strawman wherein τ1 and τ2 are each functions of three variables and the delay de-
composition is given by
τ(x, y, R, θ, φ) ≈ τ1(x,R, θ) + τ2(y,R, φ) (4.8)
We justify this first decomposition as follows. For dynamic focusing, both τ1 and τ2
depend on R, thus R should be included in the variable list of both τ1 and τ2. τ1
is also a function of θ and x because 1-D beamforming along the x direction allows
the array system to filter out signals from all azimuth directions except those with
azimuth angle θ. Hence θ and x should not be separated. Similarly, 1-D beamforming
along the y direction allows the array system to filter out signals from all elevation
directions except those whose elevation angle is φ, so φ and y should not be separated.
In this decomposition, since (x, θ) and (y, φ) are interchangeable, either τ1 or τ2 can
be used in the first stage of beamforming. Unfortunately, this simple decomposition
approach leads to large errors primarily because θ and φ are separated and the cross
terms involving θ and φ are lost.
To improve the approximation, τ1 and τ2 must capture additional important de-
pendencies. To simplify our presentation, let us assume that we perform first-stage
beamforming along the x axis while the second stage is along the y axis. For τ1,
consider adding φ or y to the variable list already consisting of R, x and θ. There is
no benefit in adding φ because 1-D beamforming in the first stage is along the x di-
rection, and does not have enough resolution along φ. However there is an advantage
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of adding y to the variable list of τ1, because τ1 already includes x and thus adding y
helps to retain cross terms between x and y. For τ2, there are two candidate variables
that can be added to the variable list, namely x and φ. There is no benefit of adding
x to τ2’s variable list because neither the input signal of second-stage beamforming
F (1) nor output of second stage beamforming F (2) relates to x. However, adding θ to
τ2 has the advantage of preserving cross terms involving θ and φ. Thus, both τ1 and
τ2 are best represented as functions of four variables and our final decomposition is
of the form
τ(x, y, R, θ, φ) ≈ τ1(x, y, R, θ) + τ2(y,R, θ, φ) (4.9)
Alternatively, if the first beamforming stage is performed along the y axis, the
candidate decomposition is instead
τ(x, y, R, θ, φ) ≈ τ1(x, y, R, φ) + τ2(x,R, θ, φ) (4.10)
Compared to the strawman (Eq. (4.8)), τ1 includes φ because beamforming along the
y axis allows the system to distinguish signals coming from different elevation angles
φ.
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Figure 4.3: RMS Phase Errors for Three Types of Decomposition
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Figure 4.3 compares the RMS errors for the three alternative decompositions de-
fined in (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10). Each decomposition is obtained by setting up an
RMSE minimization problem and is solved using the Euler-Lagrange equation. By
increasing the number of variables of τ1 and τ2 from three to four, the approxima-
tion error is reduced by one decade for relatively large depth. As depth decreases
towards zero, the error of three-variable decomposition increases rapidly, while the
error of four-variable decomposition approaches zero. This behavior occurs because,
as R approaches 0, the cross terms involving x and y become significant, and both
the four-variable decomposition forms retain these cross terms in τ1.
Also note that beamforming along x first results in lower RMSE. We find this
ordering is better because the RMSE of approximation (4.9) is primarily due to
dropping cross terms involving x and φ, which is less than the RMSE caused by
dropping cross terms involving y and θ in approximation (4.10). The cross term
involving y and θ is an artifact of the coordinate system; the distance calculation
(Eq. (4.1)) contains a natural cross term involving y and θ, namely 2Ry cos(θ) sin(φ).
The proposed decomposition (Eq. (4.9)) results in delay error under 9◦ when depth
is larger than 3cm, and reduces rapidly as depth increases.
4.2.3 Generating Delay Functions τ1 and τ2
Given this decomposition in Eq. 4.9, we must next generate τ1(x, y, R, θ) and
τ2(y,R, θ, φ) such that the error due to approximation is minimized. Minimizing
RMSE is equivalent to minimizing
E =
∫ φ2
φ1
∫ x2
x1
[τ(x, y, R, θ, φ)− (τ1(x, y, R, θ) + τ2(y,R, θ, φ))]2dxdφ (4.11)
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where x1 and x2 are the lateral boundary of the corresponding subaperture, and φ1
and φ2 are the range of the elevation angle—a classic calculus of variation problem.
By solving the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations [59] and discretizing τ1 and
τ2, we get the following solution that minimizes RMSE:
τ1(nx, ny,mR,mθ) =
1
Mφ
Mφ∑
mφ=1
τ(nx, ny,mR,mθ,mφ)− ρ(ny,mR,mθ) (4.12)
τ2(ny,mR,mθ,mφ) =
1
Nx
il+Nx−1∑
nx=il
τ(nx, ny,mR,mθ,mφ)− ρ(ny,mR,mθ) (4.13)
ρ(ny,mR,mθ) =
1
2NxMφ
il+Nx−1∑
nx=il
Mφ∑
mφ=1
τ(nx, ny,mR,mθ,mφ) (4.14)
Note that equations (4.12) and (4.13) are not the only form that minimizes RMSE.
Assuming we add an arbitrary term ξ(ny,mR,mθ) on the right-hand side of (4.12)
while subtracting it from the right-hand side of (4.13), the summation of τ1 and τ2
and the RMSE both remain the same. In this work, we choose ξ(ny,mR,mθ) = 0 so
that the mean values of τ1 and τ2 are the same. From an architectural perspective,
this formulation makes the delay line length or buffer depth roughly equal in the two
beamforming stages.
4.2.4 Online Iterative Separable Delay Calculation
Next we focus on efficient calculation of τ1 and τ2. Equations (4.12) and (4.13) are
straight forward, and can be used to generate look-up tables for τ1 and τ2. However,
storing τ1 and τ2 as look-up tables is not practical due to the large size of look-up table.
For our system configuration, look-up tables of τ1 and τ2 for 96 subapertures include
at least (considering symmetry) 5.7 billion and 8.9 billion constants, respectively.
Fortunately, the delay values of consecutive samples on a scanline do not change
much. Hence, it is possible to iteratively calculate the delay value for the ith focal
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Figure 4.4: RMS Phase Errors using Iterative Delay Calculation
point on a scanline from the delay value of the (i−1)th focal point. We use piece-wise
quadratic curves to approximate the delay difference between consecutive samples
along a scanline. For example, let τ˜(mR) be the delay corresponding to the mRth
focal point for fixed nx and ny. Let η(mR) = τ˜(mR + 1)− τ˜(mR), then η(mR) can be
approximated by am2R + bmR + c. Instead of storing the delay look-up table directly,
the coefficients a, b and c and the initial delay are stored, and the delays are iteratively
calculated using these coefficients. The iterative calculation method does not require
multiplications, it can be implemented in a simple circuit using only three additions.
We employ a similar iterative delay calculation for non-separable beamforming in [11].
To get an accurate approximation, each scanline is divided in to 2-4 sections and
the delay in each section is approximated by a quadratic curve. For our system
configuration, where the depth ranges from 2cm to 10cm, we cannot use a 2 section
configuration since it results in significantly large approximation error. We choose
a 3 section configuration over a 4 section configuration since it requires 23% lower
storage with comparable approximation error.
The storage requirements of this method are as follows. Each section is character-
ized by three constants and an initial point, and each scanline requires an additional
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start index. Thus, each scanline requires 13 constants. A total of 38M constants
must be stored; 15M constants are required for τ1 and the remaining 23M for τ2.
The 15M constants for τ1 correspond to 13 constants/scanline × 48 scanlines × 1,024
transducers/subaperture × 96 subapertures, divided by 4 due to symmetry (the de-
lay term is symmetric in both x dimension and y dimension and so it is sufficient
to store only 1/4 of the constants). The number of constants for τ2 is calculated in
a similar way. Each constant requires 12 bits on average [12], resulting an overall
storage requirement of 55MB.
Figure 4.4 shows simulation results of this iterative delay calculation method with
double-precision floating-point and 12-bit fixed-point precision. The iterative method
with double precision floating-point coincides with minimum RMS curve, and fixed-
point approximation only slightly increases RMSE.
4.3 Simulation Results
We evaluate image quality through simulated beamforming of cyst phantoms using
Field II [46,47] and MATLAB. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 4.1. The
system employs a 2-D transducer array comprising 120×88 transducer elements with
a central frequency of 4MHz and 50% fractional bandwidth. The scan view is 45◦ in
both elevation and azimuth angles. The maximum depth of view is 10cm.
4.3.1 Analysis of Delay Decomposition Error
The delay decomposition error arises due to dropping cross terms in our delay
decomposition approximation. We simulate various configurations using MATLAB,
and analyze the RMS phase errors for different subaperture sizes and wide view angles.
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Figure 4.6: Complexity and RMS phase error as a function of subaperture size
As shown in Figure 4.5, RMS phase error is approximately proportional to sub-
aperture size, but the error decreases rapidly as depth increases. For depths larger
than 2cm, even for a subaperture size of 64× 64, the error drops below 28◦.
Although smaller subapertures result in less delay error, a smaller subaperture
implies more firings to traverse the same transducer array, and correspondingly more
computations, when compared to a larger subaperture. For instance a (16×16) config-
uration requires 4× more firings, resulting in a doubling of computational complexity
and cutting the peak frame rate (due to transmit limits) by 4×. On the other hand, the
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(a) RMS Phase Error Map for Different Transduc-
ers
(b) RMS Phase Error Map for Different Angles
Figure 4.7: RMS Phase Error Maps
larger (64×64) configuration quadruples on-chip storage requirements and increases
the number of parallel pipelines in the accelerator, increasing area requirements. The
trade-off between delay error and beamforming complexity is shown in Figure 4.6.
The beamforming complexity in this figure is reported as the number of delay-sum
operations required to produce a complete frame with multiple firings. The RMSE is
averaged over depths from 2cm to 10cm, for a 45◦ × 45◦ angle view. We see that the
(32×32) configuration has both low RMSE (< 6◦) and low complexity, so we choose
this configuration for our system.
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Next, we present the RMS phase error map across the 120×88 transducer array
for subaperture size of 32× 32. The RMS errors are averaged across different depths
(2-10cm), different angles (45◦ × 45◦ field of view) and 96 subapertures. The result
is shown in Figure 4.7a. The RMS phase errors are mostly below 20◦; the worst case
is at the corners where RMS phase error reaches 30◦.
We also present the RMS phase errors for different angles. Although our proposed
system is for 45◦×45◦ field of view, in order to study the performance of the separable
beamforming method for larger angles, we extend the RMS phase error map to 90◦×
90◦. The RMS phase errors are averaged across different depths (2-10cm), different
transducers and different subapertures, and presented in Figure 4.7b. The highest
error arises in the four corners where both θ and φ are large.
Ideally, the phase error of our configuration (4MHz central frequency and 160MHz
sampling rate after 4× interpolation), should be ±9 degrees. In our system this can
be achieved when the depth is larger than 3cm or the elevation angle is within ±10
degrees. Our simulation results for different depths and different angles are presented
in Section 4.3.2. They show that the overall image quality of the separable system is
good and comparable to that of the non-separable system.
4.3.2 Separable Beamforming
We evaluate image quality use Field II [46, 47] and MATLAB to simulate a 3-D
imaging system with the parameters listed in Table 4.1. We consider two simulation
cases, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. Both cases have twelve anechoic cysts located in
a 20mm×15mm×80mm volume of random scatterers. The diameters of the cysts
range from 2mm to 7mm. In Case A (Figure 4.8a), the volume containing cysts
and scatterers is vertical, corresponding to θ = φ = 0◦. In Case B (Figure 4.8b),
the volume containing cysts and scatterers, with cysts located at θ = φ = 30◦.
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Consequently, the field of scan view is increased from 45◦× 45◦ to 90◦× 90◦, and the
number of scanlines is increased from 48×48 to 96×96.
We quantify image quality via CNR and Contrast Ratio (CR). The CNR is defined
in Eq. (3.4) and CR is defined as follows.
CR =
µbgnd − µcyst
µbgnd + µcyst
(4.15)
where µcyst and µbgnd correspond to mean brightness of cyst and background.
The image quality of the 2-D slice images obtained in Case A by the baseline non-
separable beamforming (shown in Fig. 4.9a) and our proposed separable beamforming
method (shown in Fig. 4.9b) are nearly indistinguishable; both achieve an average
CNR of 2.0 and an average CR of 0.55.
(a) Case A: Scatterers and Cysts in
Upright Position
(b) Case B: Scatterers and Cysts
Swung To θ = φ = 30◦
Figure 4.8: The Scatterer and Cyst Distribution for Two Field II Simulation Cases:
12 Anechoic Cysts with Diameters Ranging from 2mm to 7mm.
The 2-D slices of 3-D images obtained in Case B by non-separable beamforming
and separable beamforming method are shown in Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b, respec-
tively. We perform coordinate transformation and scan conversion in order to display
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(b) Separable Beamforming. Average CNR of
2.0, Average CR of 0.55
Figure 4.9: 2-D Slices of 3-D Simulation Images for 40 dB Dynamic Range. Case A:
θ = φ = 0◦.
the 2-D slices vertically. In these images, the vertical axis indicates depth R rather
than the z axis coordinate. The images produced by non-separable method achieve
an average CNR of 1.55 an average CR 0.55, while the images produced by separable
method achieve an average CNR of 1.45 and an average CR of 0.55.
Finally, we confirm that the fixed-point performance of the proposed methods
matches the quality of full double-precision floating point. We compare results of 12-
bit and 14-bit separable beamforming in Fig. 4.11a and Fig. 4.11b. Both the 14-bit
and 12-bit implementation achieve the same average CNR of 2.0, as in the double-
precision-floating-point separable beamforming, although the 12-bit implementation
has a slightly lower average CR compared to the 14-bit implementation (0.54 vs
0.55). Compared to the 14-bit nonseparable beamforming suggested in [12], 12-bit
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(b) Separable Beamforming. Average CNR of
1.45, Average CR of 0.55
Figure 4.10: 2-D Slices of 3-D Simulation Images for 40 dB Dynamic Range. Case B:
θ = φ = 30◦.
is sufficient for separable beamforming, because truncations can be done on partial
beamforming data F
(1)
l (ny,mR,mθ; t) to prevent overflow without affecting image
quality. Hence we propose a 12-bit data path in our hardware implementation for
separable beamforming.
4.4 Modified Sonic Millip3De Architecture
4.4.1 System Architecture Overview
We extend the existing Sonic Millip3De beamforming accelerator described in
Section 3.3 to handle separable beamforming. Sonic Millip3De v2.0 architecture also
consists three distinct die layers that are stacked vertically and are connected TSVs
as shown in Figure 4.12.
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(b) Separable Beamforming, for 14-bit Data
Path, Average CNR of 2.0, Average CR of 0.55
Figure 4.11: 2-D Slices of 3-D Simulation Images Generated by Fixed-Point Algorithm
for 40 dB Dynamic Range. Case A: θ = φ = 0◦.
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Figure 4.12: Sonic Millip3De v2.0 Hardware Overview
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The first of these layers contains a 120×88 grid of capacitive-micromachined ultra-
sonic transducers (CMUTs) and associated analog support circuitry [60]. As before,
these transducers are multiplexed into 1,024 output channels, which are then fed into
the second layer. The second layer is made up of ADCs and SRAM storage. For
each of the 1,024 processing channels, there is a 12-bit ADC as well as a 6kB SRAM
array to store the digital signal during the first stage of beamforming. Additionally,
this layer has a secondary set of 1,536 6kB SRAM arrays which are used to store
partially beamformed data for the second stage of separable-beamforming with data
being fed back to this storage from the accelerator for the second pass. This second
set of arrays is necessary to prevent the original echo data from being overwritten
during beamforming as it is reused over a series of scanlines.
The final layer is the beamforming accelerator, which reads echo data from the
SRAM arrays and generates beamformed output. To perform separable beamforming,
data must pass through this layer twice, once for each partial beamforming operation.
In the following section, we provide a more complete description of this layer and its
operation.
4.4.2 Beamforming Accelerator
The beamforming accelerator is the central component of Sonic Millip3De, com-
bining massive parallelism with a hardware-efficient implementation of the piecewise
quadratic approach to delay estimation. The accelerator comprises 1,024 parallel pro-
cessing channels, which each read data from separate input channels and process 16
scanlines at a time. Each of these channels is further broken into a three-unit pipeline,
which translates raw echo data stored in the SRAM layer into the beamformed data
for the image (Figure 4.12). During the first stage of separable beamforming, par-
tial beamforming is performed within 32-channel clusters that perform a summation
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within the cluster and write partially beamformed data back to secondary SRAM
storage in the second (memory) layer. The partially beamformed data is then fed
through the accelerator a second time, where it is again delay-aligned and summed
across all 1,024 channels to generate the final image. The image is then written to
external memory via a ARM Cortex M-3 control processor.
As noted, each beamforming channel comprises three units. The first unit (in-
terpolation unit) reads echo data from the SRAM storage and applies a pre-loaded
channel-specific constant apodization to the signal. The apodization weights the
channel’s impact on the final image based on the corresponding transducer’s position
in the sub-aperture. After apodization, this unit then performs a 4× linear interpo-
lation to up-sample the signal from 40MHz to 160MHz, a common optimization in
existing commercial designs to reduce the ADC sampling frequency.
Next, the expanded data is streamed into the next unit for the beamformation
process to begin. The interpolated signal is transferred from the interpolation unit to
the select unit. The select unit iteratively calculates the delays between consecutive
focal points along a scanline and identifies the interpolated sample that most closely
corresponds to the focal point (i.e., it selects the sample from its channel nearest to
each focal point). The select unit operates in parallel on 16 scanlines. 16 sub-units
iterate over the interpolated data in a block-synchronized fashion each aligning the
input signal to its assigned scanline. As described previously, the iterative delay
calculation algorithm determines how many samples to advance an input channel to
arrive at the sample nearest a focal point using our piecewise quadratic delay esti-
mation formula. The hardware is easily able to estimate the delta between selected
samples using three adders and the pre-computed quadratic constants, thereby itera-
tively solving the quadratic equation and producing each estimated delta as needed.
Using these estimates, the sub-units know how far along the data stream to iterate
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Figure 4.13: Network Data Flow in Stages 1 and 2 of Sonic Millip3De v2.0
before selecting their next output value. The delay-adjusted scanline data for the 16
neighboring scanlines is then fed forward to the summation network.
The final unit of each channel sums partially beamformed data across the channels
though the use of adders connected via a reconfigurable mesh network. The network
is reconfigured between beamforming operations to connect adders into a pipeline
appropriate to the necessary summation operation: within clusters of 32 channels in
the first beamforming stage, and across clusters in the second beamforming stage.
The reconfigurability of the summation network is one of the key changes required
over the baseline Sonic Millip3De design to enable separable beamforming.
The output of the summation network is written either to secondary SRAM ar-
rays on the memory layer (for the first beamforming stage), or are passed to an
ARM Cortext M-3 control processor to write final image data to external memory.
(Figure 4.13) illustrates the reconfigurable network and the data flow in the two
beamforming stages.
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4.4.3 Power Analysis
To analyze the power performance of Sonic Millip3De architecture, we estimate the
power for each component of the design. We use RTL-level Verilog synthesis results
of the accelerator hardware using an industrial 45nm standard cell library. SRAM
values are generated using an industrial SRAM compiler, and our network power is
obtained using SPICE models of our wires in 45nm. Published state-of-the-art power
numbers are used for ADC [49], DRAM [44], and memory interconnect (ARM Cortex
M-3) [48]. Figure 4.14a shows the complete power breakdown of the architecture. The
beamformer along with the interconnect consumes 9.8W and accounts for 64% of the
total system power. The front-end that includes ADCs and transducers consumes
1.5W and accounts for 10% of the total system power. The total system power at
45nm is just about 15W for a frame rate of 32Hz.
In addition to our power analysis at 45nm, we also project power requirements
to 11nm technology using published trends. ADC scaling uses values from [50], tech-
nology scaling is taken from [51], and we assume network wire power does not scale
other than the shortening of the wires due to transistor area scaling. Based on these
scaling trends, Sonic Millip3De v2.0 is just within our 5W target at the 16nm node
and falls well below the target power by the 11nm node.
If the frame rate is reduced to 16 frames/second, the front-end power remains
at 1.5W, but the beamformer power reduces to 5.9W at 45nm. The total power
consumption at 45nm is now 11W, and the 5W power target can be met at 22nm
technology as shown in Figure 4.14b.
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Chapter 5
SEPARABLE BEAMFORMING FOR PLANE-WAVE 3-D IMAGING
3-D vector flow imaging and 3-D elastography require high volume acquisition rates
of over 1000 volumes per second. 3-D plane-wave imaging has the potential to achieve
such high volume acquisition rates because it utilizes a defocused plane-wave excita-
tion and produces multiple scanlines in each firing. Unfortunately, plane-wave imag-
ing systems suffer from low resolution and low SNR due to lack of transmit focus.
A coherent image compounding scheme was proposed in [61] to compensate for the
lower quality of plane-wave based 2-D imaging systems at the expense of significant
increase in computational complexity.
In this chapter, a low complexity 3-D plane-wave imaging system that applies
coherent image compounding to improve lateral resolution and SNR is presented.
The increased computation requirement of compounding can be offset by applying
separable beamforming. Use of the separable beamforming method helps achieve 11×
reduction in computation, creating headroom to compound multiple images. The
Field II simulations show that the proposed system with 9-firing-angle compounding
has better image quality in terms of sidelobe levels, SNR values, and contrast-to-noise
ratios (CNR), while having lower computational complexity compared to the baseline
(non-separable, non-compounded) plane-wave system. Hardware modifications to the
Sonic Millip3De accelerator is also proposed. These include additional low power
embedded DRAM and a configurable interconnect to support on-chip compounding
and separable beamforming. These architecture level upgrades allow us to achieve
1000 volumes per second.
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Beamforming
aperture
Receive aperture
Scanline
Figure 5.1: 2-D Plane-Wave Transmit and Receive Scheme
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the plane-wave imaging system overview
is presented. Then the separable beamforming and delay decomposition for plan-wave
systems using coherent compounding are presented. After that, we present the modifi-
cations of Sonic Millip3De architecture in order to support the coherent compounding
and very high volume acquisition rates. Finally, we present Field II simulation results
and image quality analysis of the proposed system
5.1 Plane-Wave Imaging System Overview
The transmit and receive scheme of a plane-wave system is shown in Figure 5.1.
We assume that only a subset of transducers in the physical aperture is used for
plane-wave imaging. In each firing, the transducers in the selected aperture are used
to generate a plane-wave that propagates through the region of interest. All the
elements in the selected aperture are used to receive echo signals. Within the receive
aperture, subsets of elements form a sequence of beamforming apertures (one such
aperture is shown by a bold box in Figure 5.1), traversing all possible positions within
the receive aperture. In each position, the beamforming aperture generates a single
vertical scanline located at its center. When part of the beamforming aperture is
outside the selected aperture, the corresponding apodization coefficients are set to
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Figure 5.2: Firing Scheme of 3-D Plane-Wave System with Compounding
zero. A 3-D plane-wave system with coherent image compounding fires the plane-
wave at multiple firing angles as shown in Figure 5.2. The volumes obtained by these
firings are coherently combined resulting in improved SNR and lateral resolution.
5.2 Separable Beamforming For Plane-Wave Systems with Coherent Compounding
The scanline geometry of a 3-D plane-wave system is shown in Figure 5.3. In
this system, the scanlines are all parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
transducer plane. (x, y, 0) is the coordinate of a transducer element, and (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) is
the coordinate of focal point P .
y
x
z
Array element
)0,, yx
)ˆ,ˆ,ˆ zyx
Focal point
P
O
Figure 5.3: Scan Geometry of Plane-Wave System
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The plane-wave firing angles can be defined by (α, β) as shown in Figure 5.4,
where α is the angle between the z axis and the normal vector, and β is the angle
between the x axis and the projection of the normal vector on the xy plane.
y
x
z
O


Angled 
plane wave
Normal vector of 
the plane wave
Figure 5.4: Angle Definition of 3-D Plane-Wave System with Coherent Compounding
The beamforming delay is given by τ = (2|zˆ| − dtx − drx)/c, where c is the speed
of sound, dtx is the distance between the wavefront plane and the focal point P at
t = 0, and drx is the distance between the focal point P and the receive transducer
at (x, y, 0). dtx and drx are calculated as follows.
dtx = (xˆ− x0) sinα cos β + (yˆ − y0) sinα sin β + (zˆ − z0) cosα (5.1)
drx =
√
(x− xˆ)2 + (y − yˆ)2 + zˆ2 (5.2)
where (x0, y0, z0) is the coordinate of an arbitrary point on the wavefront at t = 0.
Thus, the beamforming delay τ is a function of five variables, namely τ(x, y, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ).
Assuming the receive signal at transducer (x, y) is S(x, y, t), the non-separable
beamforming process for a plane-wave system is represented by
F (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ; t) =
∫ yˆ+Dy
2
yˆ−Dy
2
∫ xˆ+Dx
2
xˆ−Dx
2
A(x− xˆ, y − yˆ) · S(x, y, t− τ(x, y, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ))dxdy (5.3)
where Dx and Dy are the width of the beamforming aperture in x dimension and the
height of the beamforming aperture in y dimension, respectively.
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Now if the delay term can be decomposed as
τ(x, y, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) = τ1(x, y, xˆ, zˆ) + τ2(y, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) (5.4)
and apodization coefficients can be represented by A(x− xˆ, y− yˆ) = Ax(x− xˆ) ·Ay(y−
yˆ), the beamforming process can be decomposed as
F (1)(y, xˆ, zˆ; t) =
∫ xˆ+Dx
2
xˆ−Dx
2
Ax(x− xˆ)S(x, y, t− τ1(x, y, xˆ, zˆ))dx (5.5)
F (2)(xˆ, yˆ, zˆ; t) =
∫ yˆ+Dy
2
yˆ−Dy
2
Ay(y − yˆ)F (1)(y, xˆ, zˆ; t− τ2(y, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ))dy (5.6)
Figure 5.5 demonstrates this process. In the first stage, beamforming is performed
along the x dimension. The 1-D beamforming aperture traverses the entire selected
aperture. For each combination of (xˆ, y), a 1-D beamformer steers the azimuth angle
to be normal to the xy plane, and records partially beamformed data in F (1)(y, xˆ, zˆ; t).
In the second-stage, the 1-D beamforming aperture moves along the y dimension. For
each combination of (xˆ, yˆ), the beamformer steers the elevation angle to be normal
to the xy plane and a scanline is generated.
For a 3-D plane-wave system with coherent image compounding, the delay τ is
a function of five variables, to capture the effect of angled plane-wave firing, but
τ1(x, y, xˆ, zˆ) and τ2(y, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) are functions of four variables. To reduce the approx-
imation error due to this decomposition, the significant cross terms in the Taylor
series expansion of the beamforming delay function should be kept. The functions τ ,
τ1 and τ2 all contain zˆ. τ1 contains x and xˆ, because after first-stage beamforming
along x, the beamformer is able to focus in the vertical azimuth angle at position xˆ
(recall Figure 5.5a). Adding y to the list helps to keep the cross terms due to the
square root operation. Similarly, τ2 contains y and yˆ, and adding xˆ to variable list of
τ2 helps keep cross terms such as xˆy or xˆyˆ.
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Figure 5.5: Plane-Wave Separable Beamforming Principle
To get the optimal solution for τ1 and τ2, we minimize the RMSE, which is equiv-
alent to minimizing the error function below.
E(y, xˆ, zˆ) =
∫ y+Dy
2
y−Dy
2
∫ xˆ+Dx
2
xˆ−Dx
2
[τ(x, y, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ)− (τ1(x, y, xˆ, zˆ)+τ2(y, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ))]2dxdyˆ (5.7)
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The discrete version of a solution to this problem is given by:
τ1(nx, ny,mxˆ,mzˆ) =
1
Ny
ny+
Ny
2
−1∑
myˆ=ny−Ny2
τ(nx, ny,mxˆ,myˆ,mzˆ)− ρ(ny,mxˆ,mzˆ) (5.8)
τ2(ny,mxˆ,myˆ,mzˆ) =
1
Nx
mxˆ+
Nx
2
−1∑
nx=mxˆ−Nx2
τ(nx, ny,mxˆ,myˆ,mzˆ)− ρ(ny,mxˆ,mzˆ) (5.9)
ρ(ny,mxˆ,mzˆ) =
1
2NxNy
ny+
Ny
2
−1∑
myˆ=ny−Ny2
mxˆ+
Nx
2
−1∑
nx=mxˆ−Nx2
τ(nx, ny,mxˆ,myˆ,mzˆ) (5.10)
where nx and ny are transducer column index and row index, respectively; mxˆ, myˆ and
mzˆ are scanline column index, scanline row index and focal point index, respectively;
Nx and Ny are the number of columns and the number of rows of the transducer
array, respectively; Mxˆ and Myˆ are the number of scanlines in x dimension and y
dimension, respectively; Mzˆ is the number of focal point per scanline.
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Figure 5.6: RMS Phase Error of Proposed Delay Decomposition Compared with Prior
Work for Different Beamforming Aperture Sizes
The computation complexity of non-separable beamforming in terms of delay-sum
operations per volume is NxNyMxˆMyˆMzˆ. In comparison, separable beamforming re-
quires NxNyMxˆMzˆ +NyMxˆMyˆMzˆ delay-sum operations per volume, hence the com-
plexity reduction with respect to non-separable beamforming is NxMyˆ/(Nx +Myˆ).
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Figure 5.7: RMS Phase Error of Plane-Wave System for Aperture Size of 20×20
Next, we compare our delay decomposition method with the approximation pro-
posed by Owen et al. [58]. Figure 5.6 presents the comparison of the RMS error of
our proposed delay decomposition method with that in [58]. The results indicate that
our proposed method has lower phase error for beamforming aperture ranging from
10×10 to 30×30. For both methods, as depth increases the error rapidly reduces.
Also, as subaperture size increases, the error increases for both methods. We present
Field II simulation results for both methods in Section 5.5.
5.3 Online Iterative Separable Delay Calculation
The iterative delay calculation for separable plane-wave systems is very similar to
that for separable SAU system described in Section 4.2.4. Here too we use piece-wise
quadratic curves to approximate the delay difference between consecutive samples
along a scanline. For example, let τ˜(mR) be the delay corresponding to the mRth
focal point for fixed nx and ny. Let η(mR) = τ˜(mR + 1) − τ˜(mR), then η(mR) can
approximated by am2R + bmR + c. Instead of storing the delay look-up table directly,
the coefficients a, b and c and the initial delay are stored, and the delays are iteratively
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Figure 5.8: Sonic Millip3De v3.0 for Plane-Wave Systems that includes an Additional
Embedded DRAM Layer
calculated using these coefficients. The iterative calculation method does not require
multiplications; it can be implemented in a simple circuit using only three additions.
By using iterative delay calculation method, the proposed method requires storage
of 8.5 × 105 coefficients for each firing angle. Assuming each coefficient has 12 bits
on average, this is about 1.2MB storage for each firing angle, and for a system with
9 firing angles, this is about 10.8MB of storage. The storage requirement can be
reduced by about 2× if the firing angles are chosen to be symmetric.
Figure 5.7 shows simulation results of the iterative delay calculation method with
double-precision floating-point and 12-bit fixed-point precision on the SAU and the
plane-wave systems, respectively. The iterative method with double precision floating-
point coincides with the minimum RMSE curve, and fixed-point approximation’s
performance is very close to the minimum RMSE curve. Thus the iterative calculation
method helps reduce the storage requirement significantly with almost no increase in
RMSE.
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Figure 5.9: Dataflow Diagram of Plane-Wave Separable Beamforming
5.4 Extension of Sonic Millip3De for Separable Plane-Wave Imaging
In the SAU system design, sub-volume data from each firing was temporarily
stored in off-chip DRAM before being combined to produce the final volume, how-
ever, due to the extremely high rate that these sub-volumes are produced for our
planar technique (over 9,000 sub-volumes per second), bandwidth to off-chip DRAM
is insufficient for temporary storage. To remove this bottleneck, we have modified our
design to include an additional 4th die layer of embedded DRAM (eDRAM) to han-
dle the temporary storage of the 21MB sub-volumes locally, as shown in Figure 5.8.
Previous work [62] has demonstrated eDRAM as an efficient, high-bandwidth alter-
native to traditional DRAM in 3-D-stacked designs. Additionally eDRAM is more
dense and consumes less power than SRAM storage, minimizing the additional power
of our modified design. Furthermore, we can avoid the refresh power conventionally
required for DRAM since sub-volumes are overwritten so rapidly that there is no need
to refresh them.
The modified Sonic Millip3De v3.0 architecture is able to support separable plane-
wave beamforming with only minor change in the accelerator core layer. As described
previously, in a separable plane-wave system, each scanline is generated using echo
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data from only a small neighboring sub-set of channels, in contrast to the SAU system,
where all channels contribute to every scanline. However, in Sonic Millip3De v3.0,
each channel processes 16 scanlines independently and data that is not needed can
easily be zeroed out using the apodization coefficients. Figure 5.9 shows a simple
example where the 5th scanline uses data from channels 2, 3, and 4 (represented by
their respective network nodes) and scanline 6 uses data from channels 3, 4 and 5. In
the example, the image data processed in sub-unit of Node 5 for scanline 6 will have
A3 as the apodization; however, the data generated by the sub-unit for scanline 5
will use 0 for apodization, and hence will not contribute to the beamforming. Overall
the only additional hardware required to perform this operation is storage for 16
apodization constants (one per scanline processed) in each channel instead of the
single constant required by SAU. The rest of the processing pipeline remains the
same as in Section 4.4.2.
5.5 Simulation Results
Table 5.1: System Parameters of 3-D Plane-Wave System
Property Value
Pitch, µm 385
Receive aperture size, transducers 32× 32
f-number 2.0
Number of scanlines 32× 32
Max depth, cm 5
Center frequency, MHz 4
6 dB transducer bandwidth, MHz 2
A/D sampling rate, MHz 40
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We use Field II [46,47] and MATLAB simulation to verify the algorithm and the
proposed system according to the configuration shown in Table 5.1. For the plane-
wave system, the transducer array is the same as the SAU system, but the transducer
spacing is a full wavelength, which is twice that of the SAU system. The receive
aperture consists of 32×32 transducers, but the beamforming aperture size increases
as depth increases in order to maintain consistent lateral resolution at different depths.
The depth of our plane-wave system ranges from 8mm to 50mm.
The baseline system employs non-separable beamforming method. The plane-
wave fire angles used are (α, β) ∈ {(0◦, 0◦), (3◦, 0◦), (3◦, 90◦), (3◦, 180◦), (3◦, 270◦), (6◦, 0◦),
(6◦, 90◦), (6◦, 180◦), (6◦, 270◦), (9◦, 0◦), (9◦, 90◦), (9◦, 180◦), (9◦, 270◦)}. For 5-fire-angle
compounding, only the first five firing angles are used, for 9-fire-angle compounding
the first nine angles are used, and for 13-angle compounding all the above firing angles
are used.
In the first simulation case, three point targets are set at depths of 13mm, 23mm,
and 33mm. Compared to the baseline system, the separable beamforming with 5-
angle compounding, 9-angle compounding and 13-angle compounding provide 6.4
dB, 9.0 dB and 10.4 dB SNR improvement, respectively. The xy plane projections of
the point spread function at depth of 23mm are shown in Figure 5.10. We see that
the separable beamforming with coherent compounding method helps to reduce the
mainlobe width and the artifacts near the boundary.
Next, three 6 mm anechoic cysts located in phantom scatterers at depths of
12mm, 23mm and 33mm are simulated. The average CNR value provided by the
non-separable beamforming without compounding is 1.6 and the corresponding CR
value is 0.32. The proposed method with 5-angle, 9-angle and 13-angle compounding
improves the average CNR values to 1.9, 2.2, and 2.4, respectively, and the average
CR values is 0.46, 0.52 and 0.56, respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Point Spread Functions of Non-Separable and Separable Beamforming
Systems with and without Coherent Image Compounding, Displayed in 40 dB Dy-
namic Range
The xz slices of the 3-D volume are shown in Figure 5.11. The figure demonstrates
that the image quality of the plane-wave 3-D imaging system is significantly improved
by the combination of separable beamforming with coherent compounding method.
5.5.1 Image Quality and Computational Complexity Trade-offs
The complexity reduction due to separable beamforming is NxMyˆ/(Nx + Myˆ) as
shown in Section 5.2. Since the beamforming aperture size depends on f-number and
depth, the computational complexity is also a function of f-number and depth. Based
on the configuration in Table 5.1, for f-number = 2.0 at 10mm depth, Nx = 13,
and the separable beamforming method reduces computational complexity by about
9×. At 25mm depth, Nx = 32, and the complexity reduction is increased to 16×.
The total delay-sum operations per volume required by the non-separable system is
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Figure 5.11: 2-D Slices of 3-D Cyst Phantom Simulation Images
about 9.9× 108, while the delay-sum operations required by separable beamforming
is 9.1× 107, equivalent to 11× reduction in complexity per image volume.
Finally we provide the trade-offs between quality performance and complexity as
functions of the number of firing angles. The benefits of the proposed method with
different number of firing angles are summarized in Figure 5.12a. We see that as the
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Figure 5.12: Choice of the Number of Firing Angles
number of firing angles increase, both the SNR and the CNR improves. However for
large firing angles, the increase is moderate. On the other hand, the computational
complexity is proportional to the number of firing angles, and volume acquisition rate
is inversely proportional to the number of firing angles, as shown in Figure 5.12b.
Hence we choose 9-fire-angle compounding configuration, as it is able to support
significantly improved SNR, image quality and high volume rate at lower complexity
compared to the baseline system.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Main Contributions
In this work we developed efficient algorithms to support low-power hand-held
3-D ultrasound systems. Our contributions are as follows.
1. Image enhancement techniques for synthetic aperture ultrasound systems.
• Proposed SNR improvement techniques including virtual source firing and or-
thogonal coded excitation. We found that the complexity of orthogonal coded
excitation based systems can be significantly reduced by optimizing the decod-
ing algorithm and choosing design parameters such as code length and number
of orthogonal codes judiciously.
• Proposed a low overhead motion compensation method that improves the per-
formance of coded excitation based systems in presence of motion. Specifically,
this method improves SNR and reduces RSLL, and has been verified by Field
II simulation.
2. Algorithm optimizations to support low power design of the 3D die-stacking hard-
ware accelerator, Sonic Millip3De:
• Proposed a subaperture transmit/receive scheme and apodization optimization
method that halves the number of firings required by an SAU system.
• Proposed an iterative method that significantly simplifies the delay calculation
for beamforming. Instead of storing the delays in huge look-up tables, this
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method can iteratively generate the delays of focal points along a scanline,
using only three additions per focal point.
• Designed a 3D die-stacking beamforming accelerator, Sonic Millip3De, that
produces 2 volumes per second and consumes 15W when synthesized in 45nm
technology.
3. Separable beamforming method for 3-D SAU imaging systems:
• Proposed a separable beamforming method that decomposes beamforming for
2-D array into a series of 1-D beamforming processes. This method is based
on decomposing the delay such that the RMS phase error is minimized. This
method results in about 19× complexity reduction for our system.
• Studied key factors including the number of variables, combination of variables
and sequence of beamforming (along x first vs. along y first), which affect
decomposition errors. RMS phase error maps for different depths, different
angles, and transducer locations have been studied. The performance of the
separable method has been validated by Field II simulations. We found that the
quality of images produced by the separable beamforming method is identical
to the quality of images produced by the non-separable beamforming method.
• Proposed modifications to the original Sonic Millip3De architecture to support
the separable beamforming method. The synthesis results show that Sonic
Millip3De v2.0 is able to produce images 16× faster (from 2Hz to 32Hz in frame
rate) while keeping total power consumption at 15W for 45nm technology node.
4. Separable beamforming and coherent compounding method for 3-D plane-wave
imaging systems:
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• Proposed an RMS delay decomposition based method for 3-D plane-wave imag-
ing systems using plane-wave compounding. The proposed system has improved
SNR and CNR with lower computational complexity compared to the non-
separable non-compounding baseline system.
• Validated the image quality improvement by Field II simulations. The proposed
method with 9-fire-angle compounding helps improve average CNR from 1.6 to
2.2 and SNR by 9.0 dB.
• Proposed Sonic Millip3De v3.0 that achieves volume acquisition rates over 1000
volumes per second for the proposed system configuration.
6.2 Future Work
We plan to study algorithm-architecture codesign for sonoelastography applica-
tions. The elasticity of soft tissues provides useful diagnostic information to detect
thyroid, breast, and liver abnormalities, because changes in tissue stiffness often re-
late to pathological changes. For instance, [63,64] show that a map of tissue stiffness
can significantly improve the accuracy of diagnosis of thyroid and breast cancers. To
support shear wave based 3-D sonoelastography, we propose to scale our 3-D speckle-
tracking accelerator to compute displacement of tissue scatterers due to shear wave
propagation. Shear waves propagate at 2-6 m/s, hence, the required frame rate for
robust tracking is on the order of 5000 frames/second. We will rely on plane wave
transmission (Chapter 5) to enable the required image acquisition rate in the region
of interest. We will then develop algorithms to reconstruct the 3-D elasticity dis-
tribution [65] that is robust to speckle tracking error and is amenable to hardware
implementation.
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